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ABSTRACT
Thin �lm ferroelectrics are widely considered for tunable microwave applica-tions, the reduced dimensions leading to low tuning voltages. The incipientferroelectric strontium titanate is suitable for tunable microwave devices,particularly in conjunction with high temperature superconductors. It hasno spontaneous polarisation yet possesses a large permittivity at low temper-atures that is sensitive to an electric �eld bias with relatively low loss. Forsuch applications it is essential to use a low loss substrate such as magnesiumoxide. In general, thin �lms have less favourable dielectric properties com-pared with their bulk counterparts due to di�erences in their microstructure.Strontium titanate �lms on magnesium oxide prove di�cult to grow due tothe high lattice mismatch and issues connected with chemical compatibil-ity at the �lm/substrate interface. It has been shown that it is possible toengineer the growth mode of this system, altering the strain and the defectconcentration. These are both known factors in�uencing the dielectric prop-erties of thin �lms. Re�ection high energy electron di�raction (RHEED) incombination with interval pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has been used toachieve a two dimensional, layer-by-layer growth mode. Crucial to this wasthe deposition of a unit-cell thick titanium dioxide bu�er layer on the surface,the deposition of which was also controlled by RHEED. The growth modeand microstructure of �lms grown using standard PLD with and without thebu�er layer, and �lms grown by interval PLD with and without the bu�er1



layer have been compared by analysis of the RHEED data and transmissionelectron microscopy. This is the �rst time layer-by-layer growth has beenachieved in this highly mismatched epitaxial system. The results point theway towards control of defects in oxide thin �lms from which microstructure-property relationships may be more clearly determined.
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Chapter 1INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectrics [1, 2, 3] are dielectric materials which belong to any one of the10 pyroelectric classes of crystals. All pyroelectric crystals are a subsectionof the 20 piezoelectric crystal classes. Ferroelectric crystals exhibit a sponta-neous polarisation below their Curie temperature, Tc, due to a unique polaraxis. The spontaneous polarisation is associated with electric dipoles withinthe crystal structure. In ferroelectric materials the spontaneous polarisationis reversible under an external �eld and is many orders of magnitude largerthan in a dielectric. The reversibility has important consequences since ifan electric �eld can reverse the polarisation, the energy barrier between po-larisation states must be small enough for other factors (i.e. temperature�uctuations) to overcome the barrier. So as temperature is increased theenergy barrier may be mounted and the crystal will become non-polar.Landau theory describes the ferroelectric transition from the non-polar�paraelectric� phase above Tc to the polar �ferroelectric� phase below Tc attemperatures close to Tc. There are two types of transition that the theorywill allow, �rst and second order. A �rst order transition has a discontinuityat Tc for both the polarisation and the susceptibility as a function of tem-perature, whereas a second order transition is continuous. This thesis willconcentrate only on second order transitions as the ferroelectric materials13



studied here are of this type. Di�erentiation of the Gibbs free energy, G,
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. (1.3)Here D
′ is the d.c. displacement �eld, E

′ is the d.c. applied electric �eld,
α0 and β are coe�cients depending on the material, T is temperature, ε0is the permittivity of free space, and εr is the relative permittivity. Fromthese equations, ε−1 versus temperature can be plotted if values of α0 and
β are known. A plot for the material (BaxSr1-x)TiO3 (BSTO) with x=0.5 isshown in Fig. 1.1. With no applied external electric �eld, the permittivitygoes to in�nity at the transition, however, in the presence of an external�eld the permittivity becomes �nite at the transition. The presence of anelectric �eld also modi�es the slope of the line and broadens the transition.Fig. 1.2 shows the e�ect of electric �eld on the permittivity as a function oftemperature.The dependence of the dielectric permittivity on the applied electric �eldis known as the tunability [5] and is de�ned as the ratio of the permittivityat zero �eld to its permittivity at some non-zero �eld,

n =
ε(0)

ε(E0)
. (1.4)The high tunability of ferroelectric materials make them potentially veryuseful for tunable microwave devices, in which a d.c. �eld is applied to �bias�the permittivity. When considering time varying signals the amplitude of the14



Figure 1.1: ε−1 vs. temperature in zero applied �eld for BSTO. The valuesused in equations 1.2 and 1.3 are α0 = 1.13 × 106, β = 9 × 107 which werecalculated using data taken on �lms grown by Suherman [4].

Figure 1.2: ε−1 vs. temperature for BSTO in various electric �elds: black,zero applied �eld, blue, 8 × 105Vm-1, and red, 2.8 × 106Vm-1 applied �elds.15



a.c. �eld is considered to be much smaller than that of any d.c. bias �eld.The concept of complex permittivity is important.If the electric �eld component of the a.c. microwave signal is given by
E = E0 exp(iωt), (1.5)where E0 is the amplitude of the electric �eld, i is the square root of -1, ωis the angular frequency, and t is the time, then the electric displacement isgiven by

D = D0 exp i(ωt − δ), (1.6)where D0 is the amplitude of the displacement �eld and δ is the phase dif-ference between the displacement and the electric �eld. The phase angle δis due to the system taking time to react to the change in electric �eld. Itfollows that
D = D0 [cos δ + i sin δ] exp(iωt)

D = ε0 [ε′r + iε′′r ] E = ε0E + P
, (1.7)where ε′r + iε′′r is the permittivity with real and imaginary terms and P is thepolarisation. The phase angle is associated with damping and hence with aloss in signal amplitude. A measure of the dielectric loss is the loss tangent,de�ned as

tan δ =
ε′′r
ε′r

. (1.8)An ideal ferroelectric for use in tunable microwave devices would have ahigh tunability and low loss tangent. A quantitative method of comparingmaterials for use in microwave devices is the commutation quality factor [6],K,
K =

(n − 1)2

[n tan δ(0) tan δ(E0)]
, (1.9)which is a function of the bias �eld, E0. Materials with a high K are desiredfor microwave engineering. 16



Thin �lms are widely used in microwave tunable applications, their smalldimensions leading to low tuning voltages and also relatively low cost produc-tion [5]. However, thin �lms have less favourable dielectric properties com-pared with their bulk counterparts and many factors can a�ect the qualityof the �lms. The growth mode of the thin �lm [7], strain due to lattice mis-match [8], interfacial compatibility [9, 10], interfacial �dead layers� [11, 12],microstructural �dead layers� [13] due to features such as grain boundaries,and oxygen vacancies [14] are the major factors that a�ect the properties ofthin �lm. They will all be discussed in detail in chapter 3. Monitoring andcontrolling the growth of the �lms is, therefore, essential in the productionof high quality �lms for use in microwave devices.Thin �lms of SrTiO3 (STO) on substrates of MgO will be investigated inthis thesis. The incipient ferroelectric STO is an ideal solution for tunablemicrowave devices. It has no spontaneous polarisation yet possesses a largepermittivity at low temperatures that is sensitive to an electric �eld biaswith relatively low loss. MgO is commonly used by microwave engineers asa substrate because of its low loss. Both STO and MgO are compatible withhigh temperature superconductors (HTS) such as YBa2Cu3O7 which a�ordlow conductor losses in a microwave device. Unfortunately, STO and MgOhave a large lattice mismatch of ∼ 7%, STO having a lattice parameter of3.905 Å and MgO having a lattice parameter of 4.213 Å at room temperature.This mismatch makes it di�cult to control the growth mode of STO on MgOand introduces the possibility of strain into the system. The issue of interfacecompatibility is also relevant, with the SrO layer of STO being chemicallyincompatible with MgO [9, 10]. The �lms studied in this thesis will begrown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and growth will be monitored andcontrolled by in-situ re�ection high energy electron di�raction (RHEED),17



which will be discussed next in chapter 2.
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Chapter 2PULSED LASER DEPOSITION ANDREFLECTION HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONDIFFRACTION
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [15, 16] is a common and very suitable methodof depositing thin �lms of complex oxides such as SrTiO3 (STO) amongstmany others. In this method, photonic energy is coupled to a stochiometrictarget and ablates material in the form of a plasma plume which is then con-densed on the surface of a heated substrate placed opposite the target. PLDo�ers several advantages over other deposition techniques such as stochio-metric transfer from a single target no matter how chemically complex thematerial, easily controllable high deposition rates due to the pulsed nature ofthe deposition and the ability to deposit many heterostructures that are notalways otherwise possible due to the process taking place away from ther-mal equillibrium. Disadvantages include di�culties in transfering researchto mass production and macroscopic ejecta in the plume, however, some ofthese can be overcome by choosing carefully the deposition parameters.In-situ re�ection high energy electron di�raction (RHEED) is a powerfultool used to monitor and study the growth of thin �lms. This techniquerequires an electron beam at grazing incidence to the substrate in the PLD19



system with a phosphor screen opposite and a camera to collect data. Earlydemonstrations of this technique used in combination with PLD [17, 18]yielded promising results on complex oxides, however, a low backgroundpressure of oxygen was required to prevent oxidation of the electron gun �l-ament and allow the electrons a su�cient mean free path for di�raction totake place. The problem of poorly oxygenated �lms was usually solved bypulsing oxygen onto the substrate surface in synchronisation with the pulsingof the laser but this complicated deposition systems with extra electronics.PLD systems with in-situ RHEED were later simpli�ed by introducing di�er-ential pumping [19] so that the electrons travel the majority of the distancebetween the source and substrate in a low pressure tube. This allowed thedeposition to take place at oxygen pressures that are needed to su�cientlyoxygenate complex oxide �lms.2.1 Pulsed laser depositionPulsed laser deposition (PLD) [15, 16, 20] is a physical deposition techniquein which a high powered UV pulsed laser is used to ablate material from atarget, forming a plasma plume which then condenses on a heated substrateplaced opposite. This usually takes place in the presence of a backgroundatmosphere of oxygen or some other gas. The photonic energy is coupled tothe bulk material of the target and is converted into electronic excitations.A transfer of energy from the electrons to the lattice occurs within a fewpicoseconds and heating begins [15]. There are a number of parametersthat require optimisation in PLD; laser pulse frequency, energy, spot size onthe target, distance between the substrate and target, oxygen pressure andsubstrate temperature. These parameters are chosen to give the optimum�lm quality and growth. The laser pulse is absorbed in the target within the20



optical absorption depth, 1/α, where α is the optical absorption coe�cient.If 1/α is smaller than the thermal di�usion length, lT = 2
√

Dτ , such as isthe case in metals, then all the photonic energy is deposited into the opticalabsorption depth and e�ciently heats the target down to a depth of lT duringthe laser pulse. This results in the ejection of thermal particles and can leadto non-stochiometric ablation. Here, D is the thermal di�usion constant and
τ is the laser pulse duration. If, however, 1/α is larger than lT , as the case formost complex oxides and insulators, then the material is only heated withinthe optical absorption depth and the condition for stoichiometric transferis met. In this regime, with nanosecond pulse durations, laser supportedablation takes place where only the �rst 100 or so picoseconds of the laserpulse ablates material from the target. The bulk is then screened fromthe remainder of the laser pulse by the plasma which absorbs the energybecoming increasingly hotter and more ionized. This can be understood byassuming that most materials used in PLD have an extinction coe�cient, ξ,of approximately 1.5 [15, 21]. The absorption depth, given by

1

α
=

λ

4πξ
, (2.1)for these materials is therefore around 13 nm. If there is a laser focus on thetarget of 2 mm2 then the absorption volume contains approximately 3×10−9moles. The enthalpy of vaporisation for most materials deposited in PLD isof the order of 500 kJ mol-1 [15, 22] and therefore, only 1.5 mJ is requiredfor vaporisation of the optical absorption depth. If it is assumed that thetotal photonic energy of each 20 ns laser pulse is 30 mJ then only 5% of thepulse energy is used in vaporising, leaving 95% to ionise the plume.Once the plasma has been formed in a layer next to the target it expandsoutwards due to the high local pressure. The recoil from this expansion ofgas can cause particulates or �laser droplets� to be ejected into the plume21



from the heated target caused by contact with the hot plasma. Anotherpossible mechanism for the creation of these droplets is if the time requiredfor the laser energy to be converted into heat in the bulk is shorter than thetime that is required for the surface layer to be vaporised. In this situationthe subsurface boiling ejects droplets from the surface layer [15, 23]. Solidparticulates can be expelled from the target when surface roughening causedby the laser becomes signi�cant [15, 24]. The outgrowths within the rough-ened area can fracture and be released into the plasma if the conditions aresuitable. The e�ects of these mechanisms can be reduced or eliminated bycarefully selecting the depostion parameters.When the plasma expands out from the target it forms the so called�plume� [16, 25]. The size and shape of the plume is determined by the pres-sure of the background atmosphere and the angular distribution of kineticenergy of the ablated particles. The resultant plumes have a standard form[25] with a number of possible features as shown in Fig. 2.1. The brightestarea of a plume is the core which is adjacent to the point on the target wherethe laser is impinging. From the core, a central stream is directed orthog-onally away from the target surface due to the high kinetic energy of theablated particles in this direction. Surrounding the core is a less luminousbody and surrounding the central stream there is a �nger of similar bright-ness. Depending on the ablated material and deposition parameters therecan also be a halo-like feature where the light emission is even lower than inthe body and �nger. Background pressure can e�ect the size and shape ofthe plume and as pressure is decreased the shape goes from having a halo-like structure through having a more pronounced body and �nger shape,with the plume getting longer, to at lower pressures the plume growing evermore spherical in shape, all the while the plume getting larger before ther-22



Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a plasma plume [25] without, (a), and with(b) the halo-like features occasionally seen. The colours refer to the plumefrom a YBCO target ablated in oxygen.malising. Decreasing the laser spot size on the target also makes the plumemore spherical, and with less material per pulse being ablated the size of theplume decreases. As with the e�ect of spot size on the plume, decreasingthe �uence of the laser beam decreases the amount of ablated material inthe plume and so makes it smaller.The adatoms from the plume recondense on the substrate surface di-rectly in front of the target. The substrate is held at elevated temperaturespromoting surface di�usion of the adatoms to stable sites, however, thishigh temperature also increases the probability of a small percentage of theadatoms being re-evaporated. How the adatoms settle in stable site and the23



manner in which the crystal structure of the �lm grows depends on a numberof factors such as surface mobility and lattice mismatch between the sub-strate and the growing �lm. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter3.2.2 Re�ection High Energy Electron Di�ractionRe�ection high energy electron di�raction (RHEED) is a surface character-isation technique that utilises electron di�raction in such a geometry as toprovide a very detailed insight into surface structures on an atomic scale. Itis compatible with vacuum conditions and so has been used extensively toinvestigate thin �lm growth with a number of physical deposition techniques.A typical RHEED system consists of an high energy focused electron sourceplaced at grazing incidence to the substrate with a phosphorescent screenand CCD camera opposite to collect data. RHEED is a relatively cheap butpowerful tool in the study of thin �lms and heterostructures. However, rela-tively high background pressures of oxygen are required in the deposition ofcomplex oxides such as SrTiO3 to prevent excess oxygen vacancies which canadversely a�ect physical properties. These high pressures can prevent theuse of RHEED due to reductions in the electron path length and other prob-lems such as electron gun �lament oxidation. This problem was overcomein the early 1990's by having a pulsed atomic oxygen source directed ontothe substrate allowing the overall pressure of the chamber to be kept lowbut providing a high density of oxygen near the substrate during each pulse[17, 18]. Electronics that controlled the timing of the oxygen pulsing com-plicated the system design, could be problematic and the pressure pulsingcould interfere with RHEED intensity measurements. A more simple designwas demonstrated in the late 1990's that di�erentially pumped the chamber24



Figure 2.2: Two di�erent RHEED system con�gurations with the di�eren-tially pumped system [19], (a), and the system with a pulsed oxygen supply[17], (b).and electron gun separately [19]. To prevent the electron beam from beingscattered by the deposition pressure of the chamber a tube surrounded themajority of the electron path. The tube was pumped by the pumps for theelectron gun and was partially sealed at the far end with an aperture thatthe beam could be directed through but was small enough to prevent excessgas from being removed from the main chamber. The two systems are shownschematically in Fig. 2.2.2.2.1 RHEED PatternsDue to the grazing incidence, RHEED is a two dimensional di�raction withelectrons only penetrating the top most atomic layers of the sample andthus it is very surface sensitive. The Ewald construction [1, 16, 26] is auseful model that makes it easy to visualise the di�raction conditions andpattern produced. A sphere of radius k0 = |k| = 2π/λ is drawn, the incidentwavevector of the electrons, k, is drawn terminating on a reciprocal latticepoint. The origin of the sphere is chosen to be consistent with the direction25



of k. In this thesis the electron energy used in all experiments was 35 keVwhich created a Ewald sphere radius of 9.56 × 1011 m-1. The two dimen-sional reciprocal lattice of the surface is represented, for a perfect crystal,by in�nitely thin rods protruding from the reciprocal lattice points of thesurface. The reason that rods are seen can be explained by considering athree dimensional lattice in real space being expanded along one of its axeswithout limit, so in reciprocal space the lattice points move closer togetherbefore forming a rod in the limit. The intersection of the lattice rods withthe Ewald sphere, seen in Fig. 2.3, shows where di�raction spots occur.They lie on rings known as Laue circles in the case of a two dimensionalsurface. If there is crystallographic disorder, an uncertainty in the latticeparameters of the surface being investigated is introduced and this gives thelattice rods a �nite thickness. The combination of the thick rods and thecurved surface of the Ewald sphere gives the e�ects of streaks lying on theLaue circles instead of di�raction spots. Another phenomenon that causesthis same e�ect is uncertainty in the electron energy which leads to a smear-ing of the Ewald sphere thickness. If the surface roughens to the point ofthere being penetration of the incident electron beam through islands thenthe di�raction will become three dimensional and the rods will become anarray of spots leading to di�raction spots positioned in a grid-like pattern.Using the Ewald construction, inspection of the RHEED pattern can provideinformation about the surface roughness and crystallographic order, whichgives insight into the growth mode of the �lm. Fig. 2.4 shows RHEEDpatterns for the three types of surface mentioned here.The Ewald model provides a visual representation of the Laue di�ractionconditions [1, 3, 26] which will be discussed in greater detail now. A planewave is considered with wavelength λ incident at grazing angle θi on a one26



Figure 2.3: Lattice rods intersecting Ewald sphere, side view, (a), and planview, (b). Here θ is the angle of incidence.

Figure 2.4: RHEED patterns from a two dimensional SrTiO3 surface, (a),a two dimensional surface with crystallographic disorder, (b), and a threedimensional surface, (c). 27



Figure 2.5: A plane wave incident at angle θi on a one dimensional array ofatoms that extend in the direction â with lattice spacing a.dimensional array of atoms that extend in the direction â and are separatedby a distance a. The wave is then scattered at the grazing angle θf . This isshown in Fig. 2.5. Constructive intereference occurs when the path di�erencebetween the scattered waves from two adjacent atoms is equal to an integernumber of wavelengths:
a cos θi − a cos θf = nλ. (2.2)This can be rewritten using the identities k = 2π/λ and G = 2πn/a to showthat the di�erence in parallel components of the incident and scattered wavevectors is equal to a multiple of the reciprocal lattice spacing,
k cos θi − k cos θf = G. (2.3)Conservation of energy ensures the magnitudes of the initial and scatteredwavevectors are equal and so constrains the scattered wavevectors to circlesat the base of cones of angle 2θf around â as seen in Fig. 2.6. This isonly the case when considering a one dimensional array of atoms. When asecond dimension is also considered there are rows of atoms running parallelto the one dimensional array and this leads to interference maxima aroundthe circles. The required condition for where these spots on circles lie can beseen if the sample surface is decribed by a two dimension reciprocal lattice28



Figure 2.6: Laue cones formed by two allowed �nal wave vectors of di�ractiono� a one dimensional array of atoms.which consists of points described by a series of lattice vectors,
G = ma

∗ + nb
∗, (2.4)where m and n are integers and a

∗and b
∗are reciprocal lattice unit vectorsdecribed by

a
∗ = 2π b×ẑ

a·(b×ẑ)

b
∗ = 2π a×ẑ

b·(a×ẑ)

. (2.5)Here a and b are the real-space lattice unit vectors, and ẑ is the unit vectornormal to the surface being studied. By comparison to equation (2.3) it isclear to see that the condition for di�raction is that
Sq = G. (2.6)where Sq is the component of kf − ki parallel to the surface being examined.This Laue condition coincides with the spots lying on rings which are given bythe Ewald construction. The Laue model described here provides an excellent29



Figure 2.7: A schematic view of the RHEED electron path. The electronstravel at grazing incidence from the source which is positioned at coordinates
Xa, Ya, Za to a lattice point on the surface given by coordinates x, z andare scattered to a point on the RHEED screen X, Y , Z. The origin of allcoordinate systems is the origin of the lattice shown here as the dark bluelattice point. In this model θ is the angle of incidence and φ the azimuthalangle.understanding of the underlying physics of di�raction in ideal conditions butproves very complex when used to predict RHEED di�raction patterns fromthin �lm surfaces in actual real-life conditions. Complications such as surfacedisorder and variations in electron energy produce streaked spots lying onthe Laue circles of a two dimensional surface which are di�cult to simulateusing the Laue or Ewald constructions directly.A model that proves more simple with which to construct a simulationand which takes into account surface disorder was divised by Bozovic etal. [27, 28] and is expanded upon in this thesis. A schematic view of themodel can be seen in Fig. 2.7. It works by considering just one electrontraveling from the source to the sample surface and then on to the screen.Considering the wave function of the electron, the probability of it arriving30



at any point on the screen is given by the square modulus of the sum ofwaves that take all possible paths. The most probable path is the shortestpath. The pathlength is approximated by assuming that all atoms on thesurface scatter a spherical wave from the incident beam and each wave isexpressed in the form cos(kRij) + i sin(kRij) where Rij is the total path ofthe electron from the common emmission point to the point on the screen.So the intensity is given as a function of screen position:
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a + (Za + z)2 +

√

(X − x)2 + Y 2 + (Z − z)2. (2.9)Here m is the electron rest mass, E is the electron energy, ~ is Planck'sconstant divided by 2π, Xa, Ya, and Za are the coordinates of the electronsource, X, Y , Z the coordinates of the pixel on the RHEED screen, and x and
z are the coordinates of the ith, jth atom. All coordinates are with respect tothe origin of the surface. Note that in Fig. 2.7 the crystal is shown alignedso that <100> coincides with the ẑ axis. The azimuthal angle of incidence,
φ, is de�ned with respect to <100> and is zero in the �gure. The values of
x and z are calculated using the polar coordinates of the ith, jth atom fromthe origin. This is neccessary in order to simulate the pattern for the beamdirected along any azimuthal angle. The distance of each lattice point fromthe origin is the magnitude of the lattice vector and is calculated using

rij =
√

(ia)2 + (jb)2, (2.10)31



where a and b are the in plane lattice parameters. The angle, α, between rijand <100> is given by
α = tan−1

(

jb

ia

)

. (2.11)Hence the x, z coordinates of the i, jth atom can be easily be calculated forany azimuthal angle using
x = rij cos(α + φ)

z = rij sin(α + φ)
, (2.12)where φ is the azimuthal angle at which the beam strikes the sample withrespect to the <100> direction. By selecting the limits on the values of i and

j an indication of the e�ect of various degrees of crystallographic coherencecan be observed. In Fig. 2.8 simulated RHEED patterns from 10 × 10,
50 × 50, and 100 × 100 surface arrays are shown. In (a)-(c) the incidentbeam is along the <100> direction. For a 10 × 10 array paterns when thebeam is directed along <110>, (d), and in the direction 7◦ away from the<100> direction, (e), are shown. The full code for this simulation can besee in appendix 1.The model described above predicts the expected RHEED spot positionsby calculating the lattice positions of a system very well at any azimuthalangle and qualitatively simulates how RHEED streaks alter with increasingsurface coherence. Unfortunately, quantitative analysis of peak intensitiesis not possible with this model as it assumes only kinematic phenomenaoccur. This is not the case with RHEED; dynamical scattering [16, 26] alsooccurs resulting from such e�ects as mutliple and inelastic scattering. Thesephenomena cause anomalies in intensity and extra features in the di�ractionpattern. The most common features seen due to dynamical e�ects in RHEEDpatterns are Kikuchi lines as seen in Fig. 2.9. These are seen as curvedlines which move with azimuthal rotation as if they were rigidly �xed to the32



Figure 2.8: Simulated RHEED patterns [27] with the incident beam alongthe <100> direction for 10 × 10 (a), 50 × 50 (b), and 100 × 100 (c) surfacearrays. Also, patterns with the incident beam along the <110> (d), and
7◦away from the <100> direction (e) for a 10 × 10 array.
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Figure 2.9: Kikuchi lines, indicated by white arrows, on a RHEED patternfrom a MgO surface with the incident beam along the direction <100>.lattice, converging at the (00) lattice rod when the incident beam is along adirection of high symmetry. Kikuchi lines are a good indication of a smooth,crystallographically coherent surface, as will be seen in chapters 4 and 5.2.2.2 RHEED Intensity MeasurementsStatic di�raction patterns in RHEED provide useful information on the sur-face of a �lm including the lattice parameters of the sample in question,in-plane strain, crystallographic coherence, and surface roughness. However,in addition to these data, monitoring the real-time intensity of the RHEEDspots can determine the growth mode of the �lm [16, 19, 26]. As unit cellhigh steps are much larger than the wavelength of the electrons at typicalRHEED energies, and because of the grazing incidence of the RHEED geom-34



Figure 2.10: Typical RHEED intensity oscillations for two dimensional layer-by-layer growth of STO on an STO substrate.etry, the electrons are readily scattered from two dimensional islands of thesurface of a growing �lm. If a �lm is growing in a layer-by-layer fashion thenas a unit cell layer begins to grow the �lm surface becomes gradually morerough on an atomic scale as two dimensional islands nucleate. The increasein step density leads to a decreased intensity of the di�racted RHEED spotbeing observed. When the layer reaches a coverage such that the step densitybegins to decrease as more material is added the RHEED intensity beginsto increase again. This leads to an oscillatory behaviour of the RHEEDintensity; a typical RHEED intensity measurement for a two dimensionallayer-by-layer growth can be seen in Fig. 2.10. The deposition rate can becalculated from the period of the oscillations. Damping of the oscillationscan occur due to surface roughening caused by the pulsed arrival of mate-rial inherent to PLD but a number of other factors can e�ect the growth.The intensity measurements in this thesis were all taken with a grazing in-35



cident angle such that the electrons scattered from all levels of the surfaceare an integer number of wavelengths apart in order to give the maximumscattered intensity; this is known as the �in-phase� condition. Here, the in-tensity oscillations are caused by the roughness of the surface on an atomicscale, whereas in the �out-of-phase� condition it is an interference e�ect thatdominates the oscillations [26]. There are various models that describe thenature of the RHEED intensity oscillations but most are based on the inci-dent angle being in the out-of-phase condition. A model that works at thein-phase condition is the step density model which relies on the step edgesof the growing islands scattering the electrons di�usely. This model will bebe discussed now.The step density model [16, 29, 30] describes the intensity oscillationsseen in RHEED by assuming a one level growth, i.e. a growth with no secondlayer nucleation, and considering the change in density of surface steps aftereach deposition pulse. This also assumes instantaneous nucleation at thebegining of each monolayer, which is reasonable with PLD due to the highsupersaturation within the deposition pulse, and subsequent growth of twodimensional circular islands by step propagation. A surface is consideredwith a number of equally spaced islands of density equal to the nucleationdensity Ns, as seen in Fig. 2.11. After each pulse there is a certain density ofadatoms which then di�use to the step edges and are incorporated causingthe islands to grow, thus increasing the coverage and in turn the step density.Therefore, the change in step density is dependent on the surface di�usivityand average travel distance of the adatoms which is determined by Ns andthe average island size. The average island size is dependent on coverage[16]:
πr2

2(t) =
θ(t)

Ns

, (2.13)36



Figure 2.11: A schematic plan view of the growing islands on the two level�lm surface used in the step density model. r2 is the radius of the islands,hich have a density Ns given at coverage θ and r1represents the radius of thearea between the islands. The white region around the islands representsthe increase in coverage after one further pulse.where πr2
2 is the area of the islands. The characteristic time for the di�usingparticles on the second level (on top of the islands) to travel to a step canbe given as a function of coverage also,

τ2 =
θ

Ds(µ
(0)
1 )2πNs

, (2.14)here Ds is the surface di�usion coe�cient and µ
(0)
1 is a root of the Besselfunction and is equal to 2.40.The same procedure can be used to describe what happens on the �rstlevel (between the islands). The coverage dependent area between islandscan be approximated using [16]
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, (2.15)where 1 − θ(t) is the proportion of the surface that is not covered by thegrowing monolayer. The characteristic decay time of the particles di�usion37



from between the islands is
τ1 =

1 − θ
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1 )2πNs

. (2.16)If np is the number of pulses to complete a monolayer (θ = 1) then 1
nprepresents the density of deposited adatoms in one pulse. Also, if θn−1 is thecoverage before applying a pulse then multiplication of the sum of θn−1 and

(1 − θn−1) by 1
np

gives the total number of particles, expressed in terms of
θ, deposited on top and in between the islands, respectively. So the changein coverage after one deposition pulse is given by
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. (2.17)From the coverage the step density [29, 30] can be calculated using
S(t) = 2

√

πNs(1 − θ)
√

− ln(1 − θ), (2.18)and using this the RHEED intensity can be predicted as
I(t) ∝ 1 − S(t)

Smax

, (2.19)where Smax is the maximum step density reached in the growth of one mono-layer with no second layer nucleation. The intensity oscillation of one mono-layer predicted using this model with parameters similar to those used indepositions for this project are seen below in Fig. 2.12. The intensity os-cillation is clearly modulated by the laser pulsing due to the process of theaddition of an instantaneous density of adatoms on the surface and the sub-sequent di�usion to the step edges. These modulations are similar to thatof typical RHEED intensity relaxations but are not seen in RHEED data inthis project due to the experimental setup (chapters 4 and 5).
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Figure 2.12: RHEED intensity oscillation simulated using the step densitymodel. The change in coverage, (a), leads to a change in step density, (b),which in turn leads to an intensity oscillation, (c).
39



2.3 Experimental MethodsA detailed study of the growth of a complex oxide perovskite ferroelectric(SrTiO3) on a substrate with a NaCl-like structure (MgO) using PLD andRHEED was the main focus of this thesis. PLD is a complex process withseveral essential stages that need to be considered to achieve a growth modethat produces a stoichiometric �lm of the highest crystallographic quality.Substrate preparation, preablation and deposition conditions, and the orderin which these conditions are applied are all important factors that need tobe reproduced accurately in order to achieve reliable results. RHEED is auseful tool to be used in conjunction with PLD to study the growth but it isa method that is littered with features that can alter intensity measurementsconsiderably if they are not avoided. In the following sections, all of theseconsiderations will be discussed in detail along with a description of theexperimental setup and experimental methods.2.3.1 Experimental SetupThe PLD-RHEED system used in this thesis was comercially bought fromTwente Solid State Technologies (TSST); a schematic diagram of the systemcan be seen in Fig. 2.13 and photographs of the actual system can be seenfrom two di�erent angles in Fig. 2.14 and Fig. 2.15. It is a high vacuumchamber with a base pressure of ∼ 5× 10−8 mbar and load lock for removaland insertion of heater and targets without the need to break vacuum. Ithas in-situ RHEED for monitoring of the growth and an additional ion-beammilling chamber. The system is fully automated with a computer controllingvalves, gas �ows, heater, shutter and target movements. The RHEED usesdi�erential pumping for high pressure measurements via a secondary turbopump seen below the RHEED gun in Fig. 2.15. A valve (the �RHEED valve�40



Figure 2.13: A schematic diagram of the PLD-RHEED system.
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Figure 2.14: The RHEED-PLD chamber with all the main components la-belled.

Figure 2.15: The RHEED con�guration on the main chamber.42



in Fig. 2.15) isolates the gun from the main chamber when closed. When theRHEED beam is required, this valve is opened to pump the beam tube inFig. 2.13. In this way the pressure in the gun and tube is maintained below
5×10−4 mbar even when the pressure in the chamber is at a pressure as highas 1 mbar. Care has to be taken to ensure this valve is closed when the mainchamber is raised above 1 mbar to protect the gun �lament. The gun has amaximum voltage of 35 kV and a maximum current of 1.6 A. The kSA 400software is used to take images from the RHEED, intensity measurementsand undertake analysis.A Lambda Physik/Coherent LPX 200 laser was used in the ablationprocess for this thesis. The voltage range of the laser was 18-24 kV and themaximum laser pulse frequency was 100 Hz. For pulse frequencies higherthan 10 Hz a maximum voltage of only 22 kV could be used. The laserwas always used in �constant voltage� mode because at high frequencies theinternal energy measurements used for �constant energy� mode decreased inaccuracy causing a large drift in laser energy. Energy was measured withan in-line meter which measured 10 % of the laser beam via a beam splitteron the optical track. The laser beam was re�ected down the optical trackwith a mirror at 45◦ to the laser. The beam was cut with a 0.8 × 0.9 cmaperture in the centre of the beam which then passed through an attenuator.This was used so that the laser could be operated at the highest possiblevoltage as the pulse-to-pulse energy was more stable in this regime. Fromthe attenuator, the beam passed through the beam splitter and the part thatwas not de�ected out of the beam was focused on the target using a lens witha focal length of 35 cm to a spot of 1.55 × 0.85 mm on the target. The lenswas positioned such that the focus of the beam was in front of the target.
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Figure 2.16: A substrate glued to the heater. The azimuthal angle, φ, is alsoshown here to indicate the heater manipulation inside the chamber.2.3.2 PreparationThe heater used in conjunction with the PLD-RHEED system was also de-signed by TSST. It consists of a heater block with a substrate podium inthe centre and heat shielding around the heater block and surrounding thepodium, covering the main heater surface but allowing the podium to pro-trude. The layout of the heater can be seen in Fig. 2.16. Before a substratecould be attached to the heater, the heater needed to be cleaned. The topheat shield was removed and the podium surface was �rst cleaned with fer-ric nitrate solution, Fe(NO3)3.9H2O, to remove any silver dag that was leftover from previous depositions. The whole heater block was polished lightlywith grinding paper to remove any surface damage or contamination fromthe ferric nitrate. Also, the heat shield was polished lightly to remove any44



material deposited on to the shield during in previous depositions. Afterpolishing both items were rinsed with acetone and blown dry with nitrogen.It is important that substrates are clean, dust free, and have no scratchesor chips on the surface to ensure the best possible surface for growth, mobil-ity, and a consumate interface. The as-recieved substrates had been polishedon one side. Each one was removed from its packaging and checked underan optical microscope for scratches and chips prior to deposition. Substrateswere discarded unless they were totally scratch and chip free. A perfect sub-strate was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes in acetone and thena further 20 minutes in ethanol. The substrate was rinsed with ethanol aftereach bath. Then the substrate was blown dry with nitrogen whilst beingheld on an optical lens tissue placed on a bed of standard tissue. The opticaltissue ensured that the substrate stays dust free. The drying process wasstarted as quickly after the washing process as possible to prevent ethanolfrom evaporating naturally and leaving a residue on the surface. Once thesubstrate was cleaned it was glued to the PLD heater using silver dag. Atthis stage the dag was painted onto the centre of the heater surface in excessand the substrate was placed onto the dag. The substrate was then gentlypushed down into the dag using a cotton bud to produce a good thermalcontact with the dag while ensuring that the dag did not rise above the sur-face of the substrate. The heater was then left to dry for at least 20 minutesbefore being inserted into the PLD chamber. A photo of a substrate gluedto the heater can be seen in Fig. 2.16.Laser irradiation severely alters the morphology of the PLD targets [31]surface causing outgrowths and in turn roughening, therefore, it is essentialto clean and polish the target surface before every deposition to ensure thereare no macroscopic particles in the plume and reproducible �lms are grown45



[15, 23, 24]. All targets were polished using a rotary grinding disc withethanol to lubricate the surface and prevent dust from spreading. The targetswere held face down �at on the grinding disc, whilst rotating the target onthe disc in the opposite direction to the motion of the disc. A coarse grindingpaper was used �rst to abolish all trace of the laser track on the target andthen a �ner grinding paper to create a smooth polished surface on the target.One exception to this process is MgO which is transpaerent to UV radiationand so it is extremely di�cult to grind away the laser track. In fact, as MgOis transparent to UV radiation only high laser �uences are enough to breakthe bonds and cause ablation; observation has shown that the presence ofthe laser track helps this process.2.3.3 Laser AblationBefore a deposition could be performed, a pre-ablation was carried out oneach of the targets that were going to be used in the deposition. This wasused to clean the target surface of any absorbed organic material left overfrom the polishing process. Pre-ablation was done in �owing oxygen at apressure equal to that at which the actual ablation was to proceed. Theheater was kept at room temperature and a shutter covered the substrateto prevent deposition. Every target was pre-ablated for 600 pulses at 5Hz and the substrate was centred in the plume and moved to the correctdistance away from the targets during this time. This was neccessary at thisstage because the heater could not be moved during the deposition withoutdestroying the alignment of the RHEED beam on the surface. Once pre-ablation was completed the chamber was pumped down to a base pressureof around 5 × 10−6 mbar.In preparation for the deposition the shutter protecting the substrate was46



opened, the heater temperature was set and the heater turned on. Oxygenwas input at the deposition pressure once the heater had obtained 400◦Cto prevent loss of oxygen from the substrate at higher temperatures. If itwas input before this temperature it was found to roughen the substratesurface in the early stages of the heating process. The RHEED was set upduring the remainder of the heating and whilst temperature was stablisingat the deposition temperature. The valve to the RHEED gun (Fig. 2.15)was opened and the beam current was raised to 35 kV in 5 kV increments,stopping for a few seconds between each increment. The beam current wasincreased to around 1.5 A, stopping at 0.3 A and 1.0 A for at least a minuteeach. The beam was aligned so that it passed directly through the pin-holeof the di�erential pumping tube and the spot size on the screen was max-imized using the X and Y de�ection, and the grid and focus circuits. Thegun was then moved using the gun movement stage (Fig. 2.15) so that thebeam began to graze the substrate surface and the specular intensity of thebeam was maximised. The substrate was rotated azimuthally (φ) so that thebeam was directed along <100> and images were taken at various angles ofincidence (θ) to check the quality of the substrate surface; these angles areshown in Fig. 2.16. The images from a high quality surface would showspots or streaks lying on Laue rings with Kikuchi lines intersecting the (00)peak. Once the heater temperature had stablised at the deposition temper-ature, the heater current was �xed at the average current required to keepthat temperature. This was neccessary to prevent changing currents produc-ing magnetic �elds that de�ect electrons from the RHEED. The gate valve(Fig. 2.14) position was also �xed to set the oxygen �ow and prevent minutechanges in �ow e�ecting the intensity measurements. The azimuthal anglewas altered so that the beam was along a direction of low symmetry. In47



that condition, there were no peaks apart from the specular re�ection anddynamical features such as Kikuchi lines were not seen. The evolution ofthe dynamical features during growth was found to cause anomalies in theRHEED intensity measurements. The peak intensity and a cross sectionalimage of the (00) re�ection were measured as a function of time in all depo-sitions. The former was used for deposition rate and growth mode analysis,whilst the latter was used to monitor movement in the specular re�ection.Before deposition, the angle of incidence was set to give the greatest inten-sity, i.e. applying the in-phase condition, and the beam current was alteredso that the peak intensity did not saturate the intensity measurement in thekSA 400 software package. The target for ablation was chosen, the laserwas started at the correct pulse frequency and for the set number of pulsesrequired. The intensity of the RHEED specular re�ection was measured asa function of time for the duration of the deposition unless the intensityreached a steady state. In this case, the intensity measurement was stoppedas no further useful data would be obtained.This thesis is concerned with the growth of SrTiO3 (STO) on MgO sub-strates, however to optimise deposition parameters and calibrate the numberof pulses required for one monolayer, homoepitaxial growth was studied; twodimensional layer-by-layer growth is readily achieved in this case. The op-timised parameters for all materials grown in this thesis are shown in Table2.1. A homoepitaxial growth was performed to calibrate the deposition ratebefore each heteroepitaxial growth because uncertainties in energy measure-ments and deterioration of laser gases caused the number of pulses requiredfor one monolayer to �uctuate over time. In an attempt to improve the crys-talographic surface structure of MgO substrates 1000 pulses of MgO weredeposited onto the surface of each MgO substrate at 5 Hz. The RHEED48



Material SrTiO3 TiO2 MgOFluence (J cm-2) 4 3 4Temperature (◦C) 850 850 850Pressure (mbar) 1 × 10−1 5 × 10−3 1 × 10−1Pulse Frequency (Hz) 5 (100) 5 5Target-Substrate Distance (mm) 45 45 45Table 2.1: The growth parameters used for all �lms described in this thesis.Pulse frequencies in brackets were the frequencies used for PLID (see text).intensity generally increased during this process suggesting a smoother sur-face with a higher crystalographic quality. The layer-by-layer growth modeis not favoured in the heteroepitaxial growth of STO on MgO for a numberof reasons that will be dicussed in the next chapter. The technique used inthis thesis to attempt to force a two dimensional growth mode is known aspulsed laser interval deposition (PLID) [16, 32]. PLID works on the princi-ple of depositing exactly the correct number of pulses for a single unit celllayer onto the substrate at high pulse frequency so that the whole layer isdeposited in a time less than the crystallisation time. The deposition of asingle monolayer is followed by a pause in deposition allowing the adatomsto settle into a consumate layer before the next monolayer is deposited. Thisis done under the guidance of RHEED intensity data. As the adatoms aredeposited, in this case at a pulse rate of 100 Hz, the specular intensity dropsdramatically, then during the pause in deposition the intensity recovers ex-ponentially as the layer crystalises to a steady state at which point the nextlayer can be deposited. A typical RHEED intensity measurement for thistechnique can be seen in Fig. 2.17. Another technique to improve the growthof STO on MgO is to control the starting layer of the STO structure. This49



Figure 2.17: Typical RHEED intensity measurement during pulsed laserinterval deposition of STO on MgO. The red lines indicate at which pointsmaterial was deposited.
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Growth Technique Thickness (nm) TiO2 Bu�er LayerPLD 40 noPLID 40 noPLD 40 yesPLID 40 yesTable 2.2: Summary of �lms grown for comparison.was done by depositing a single atomic layer of TiO2 onto the MgO surfacebefore STO, forcing TiO2 to be the �rst layer. Films were grown with andwithout the TiO2 bu�er layer, in standard and interval deposition modesand then compared using a number of analysis techniques to determine themethod of growth to produce the highest crystallographic quality possible.The heteroepitaxial �lms grown for comparison are summarised in Table 2.2.
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Chapter 3THIN FILM GROWTH
The growth processes of a �lm must be considered in order to understand theproperties a �lm possesses and engineer a �lm for a speci�c task. The growthmode strongly in�uences whether the �lm has grains or is a single crystal,whether or not there is strain in the structure, how many defects there areand the type of defect, and the quality of interface between any layers theremight be. A number of parameters can e�ect and determine the growthmode including lattice mismatch between the substrate and �lm materials,interface compatibility, time between laser pulses, the amount of materialdeposited in one pulse, and the surface mobility on substrate. These will beconsidered in this chapter along with the e�ects they have on the growthmode, microstructure and dielectric properties. Chapters 4 and 5 will referto the theory described here, showing the in�uence of these parameters inthe growth of STO on MgO.3.1 Growth ModesIn general, there are three types of growth mode; two dimensional layer-by-layer (or Frank-van der Merwe), three dimensional island (or Volmer-Weber),and layer-by-layer superseded by three dimensional growth, Stranski-Krastanov52



Figure 3.1: The three basic growth modes[20]. An illustration of each of these modes can be seen in Fig. 3.1. The twodimensional layer-by-layer growth mode leads to the best crystallographicstructure of the growing �lm. Here, stable nuclei grow two dimensionallyoutwards with the addition of adatoms, eventually coalescing and forming aunit cell thick layer. Once the previous layer is complete then nucleation andgrowth of the subsequent layer begins. The three dimensional island growthmode generally leads to more crystallographic disorder in the �lm with anincreased number of defects and grain boundaries, and less consumate inter-faces between �lm layers. Here, the stable nuclei absorb adatoms and growout in three dimensions. This results in more than one monolayer beingcompleted at the same time and the �lm continuing to grow in all directions.53



The Stranski-Krastanov growth mode is an intermediate of the layer-by-layerand island growth modes. Here, the �lm starts with the initial layers grow-ing in a two dimensional mode and at some point after the �rst monolayerenergy considerations lead to the two dimensional mode being unfavourableand three dimensional islands begin to form. The growth mode of a �lm canbe altered dramatically by adjusting the deposition parameters. However,there are also factors intrinsic to the combination of materials being usedwhich in�uence, to perhaps a greater extent, the type of growth.The deposition parameters a�ect the balance between the amount ofmaterial deposited in one laser pulse, surface mobility, and the time thatthe adatoms have to �nd stable sites in the new layer in between pulses[15, 16, 33]. This balance contributes somewhat to the growth mode of a�lm. The amount of material deposited in one pulse is controlled by a com-bination of laser spot size on the target, �uence, and background pressure;these determine the size of the plume and hence the amount of materialreaching the substrate. The target-substrate distance is also a contribut-ing factor to the amount of material deposited. Layer-by-layer growth ismore likely when there is a small amount of material deposited in one pulse,and island growth becomes more probable with greater amounts of mate-rial deposited. This is due to there being a greater time required for allthe adatoms to �nd stable sites at higher deposition rates. Surface mobilityis e�ected by the substrate temperature, background pressure, �uence, andtarget substrate distance. At high temperatures there is a lower probabilityfor adatoms to nucleate growth on top of existing islands and less time isrequired for all adatoms to �nd stable sites. However, at extremely highsubstrate temperatures re-evapouration of the adatoms from the surface canoccur [20]. The laser pulse frequency determines the time that the adatoms54



from one pulse have to �nd stable sites before the next pulse of adatomsarrives. Low pulse frequencies give adatoms more time to �nd stable sites atthe edge of large two dimensional islands and allow for higher instantaneousdeposition rates. High pulse frequencies promote high supersaturation andthe formation of a high number of small islands reducing the probability ofsecond layer island formation. However, if the deposition rate is too highat higher frequencies island growth is promoted because the adatoms fromone pulse do not have time to settle into a single layer before the next pulsearrives. If the surface mobility is poor at lower pulse frequencies then is-land growth is promoted, also, because adatoms have a higher probabilityof nucleating second layer growth. Deposition parameters must be selectedcarefully to strike the correct balance between all of these factors to promotetwo dimensional layer-by-layer growth.There are number of intrinsic properties that must be considered whenstudying the initial growth of heteroepitaxial �lms which can be placed intoone of two main categories; lattice mismatch and interface compatibility.Lattice mismatch concerns the di�erence in in-plane lattice parameters be-tween substrate and �lm layers which causes strain �elds which can e�ect thegrowth mode of the growing �lm. The compatiblity of the interface betweensubstrate and �lm, or even di�erent layers of a heterostructure, depends onthe crystallographic and chemical structure of the two materials and howwell they �t together. In complex oxides the main factor in the compatibil-ity problem is ion charge and the proximity of ions of the same charge [9, 10].All these factors contribute to the change in free energy that arises from thegrowing �lm and it is this that ultimately decides the growth mode.By considering, semi-quantitatively, this energy balance it is possible tounderstand the trade-o� between energy terms that leads to the di�erent55



growth modes. Consider the case of a relaxed hemispherical island of radius
r on top of a strained epitaxial layer. The condition for stability of thisisland gives the condition for the breakdown of layer-by-layer growth intoStranski-Krastinov growth. The net free energy for the nucleation of thehemispherical island on top of the growing strained epitaxial layer [20, 34] isgiven by

∆G =
2πr3

3
∆Gv + πr2γ + ∆Gs. (3.1)In equation (3.1) the �rst term represents the volume free energy of therelaxed island with respect to the �at, strained surface. The second termis the interfacial energy between the strained layer and the island. The�nal term is an energy that results from the di�erence in strain energy inthe �lm layer after the island nucleates relative to that in the layer beforeisland nucleation. Here, ∆Gs = 1

2(ε2 − m2)Y hA where ε is the mean mis�tstrain in the �lm after the island nucleates and m is the mis�t, given by
[a0(s) − a0(f)]/a0(f) where a0(s) and a0(f) are the lattice parameters ofthe unstrained substrate and �lm respectively. Y is the Young's modulus ofthe layer, h is the thickness of the epitaxial layer, and A (= πr2) is the areaa�ected by the strain. The condition for a stable island nucleus which willnot dissociate is d∆G/dr = 0. This critcal radius is given by

r∗ = −
[

γ + 1
2(ε2 − m2)Y h

]

∆Gv

, (3.2)and from this, the critical thickness for the onset of Stranski-Krastanovgrowth can be calculated. In the limit r∗ = 0,
h∗ =

2γ

(ε2 − m2)Y
. (3.3)When the surface energy of the substrate material is less than that ofthe �lm island growth clearly dominates but with the introduction of mis�tstrain the range of this regime expands. Layer-by-layer growth can only56



Figure 3.2: The atomic arrangement at the STO/MgO interface if SrO wasthe intial plane of cube-on-cube epitaxy. Strontium ions are blue, oxygenions are green and magnesium ions are purple.occur when the surface energy of the �lm is lower than that of the substrate.In this case, a small amount of strain can be accomodated by the layer. TheStranski-Krastanov mode lies between layer-by-layer and island growth; thethickness at which islands start to form depends both on mis�t strain andthe interface energy between the substrate and �lm as shown in equation(3.3).The growth of STO on MgO requires an additional term in equation(3.1); the energy cost associated with interface chemistry [9, 35]. If the�lm begins with the SrO layer then the interface energy is large and thelayer is unstable, resulting in a three dimensional island growth in the �rstlayer. The closest, matched orientation of SrO on MgO is stacked in a cube-on-cube fashion on the MgO (100) surface, however, in this case there arelarge numbers of like-charged ions in nearest neighbour positions, as seenin Fig. 3.2. The repulsion caused by this greatly increases the interfaceenergy and leads to an inherent instability. If the SrO was stacked on anMgO surface oriented 45◦ to cube-on-cube, i.e. so that the octahedra ofoxygen surrounding the Mg2+ in the MgO align with the octahedra of theSTO structure, the issue of near-neighbour like-charged ions is removed.However, within the MgO structure the O-O distances are near close packed57



Figure 3.3: The atomic arrangement at the STO/MgO interface if TiO2 wasthe initial plane of cube-on-cube epitaxy. Titanium ions are orange, oxygenare green, and magnesium are purple.separation for O2- with the small Mg2+ ions �tting into the interstices. Sr2+ions are much larger causing the O-O distances in the SrO plane to be greaterthan that in MgO by around 34%; the large lattice energy increase as a resultof simple strontium-ion substitution of the magnesium ions would also makethis an unstable con�guration. In contrast, the TiO2 plane of STO can forma comensurate layer on MgO with alternate Ti4+ rows being vacant over theunderlying Mg2+ sites, as can be seen in Fig. 3.3. The requirement of anion-cation near neighbour pairs is statis�ed and with this intial plane, STO cansit epitaxially cube-on-cube with MgO in a low energy, stable con�guration.The missing cation rows leave stable sites for the subsequent strontium-ionattachment and a comensurate interface and intial layers are more probablethan with a starting SrO plane. The deposition of an atomically thin TiO2layer will force the stacking sequence of STO to be the more energeticallyfavourable one.3.2 MicrostructureThe growth mode of a �lm determines the general microstructure of the �lm;whether it has grains, dislocations or other types of defects, and whether58



there are strain �elds within the structure of the �lm. Strain due to latticemismatch is more likely to be introduced into a �lm with a growth mode thathas a greater two dimensionality [36] (Appendix 2). Films grown in a threedimensional island growth mode have greater densities of defects which relaxthe strain. In the following sections, strain, defects, and their consequenceson the physical properties of the �lm will be discussed in more detail.3.2.1 StrainStrain can be induced in thin �lms close to the �lm/substrate interface asa result of the lattice mismatch in epitaxial growth. The initial layers of a�lm stretch or compress to match the substrate's lattice parameters untilthe stored elastic energy in the thin �lm becomes too high. At this pointdislocations form and/or island growth is initiated to relieve some or all ofthe stress. Strained layers in ferroelectric �lms can have a strong e�ect onthe dielectric properties. STO has a lattice parameter of 3.905 Å and MgO of4.213 Å. If the strain is not relieved by some mechanism, an MgO substrateputs an STO �lm in tension in-plane. The biaxial strain caused by thelattice mismatch leads to a tetragonality with a smaller c-parameter thana-parameter and it is easy to see that this would e�ect the polarisabilityof the material. A complex phase diagram is seen as a function of mis�tand temperature [37]. In the simplest case, strain will shift Tc and straingradients will smear and depress the divergence of the permittivity withtemperature [38, 39]. It has also been shown that local strain can alter thedielectric loss by e�ecting the phase di�erence between the ionic motion andan applied electric �eld [12]. Strain is relaxed by lattice defects which causelocal strain �elds but the question of whether strain gradients are present inthe bulk of the �lm depends on the defect structure.59



Strain can be seen as part of a group of microstructural phenomenonknown as �dead-layers� that are detrimental to the dielectric properties ofthin �lms. There are several possible causes of the dead-layer e�ect andmuch debate over which are important. Depletion layers due to metal elec-trodes [40] are not relevant for this thesis as the �lms studied are intendedfor use in complex oxide high Tc superconductor devices. There has beendoubt cast on the validity of the size e�ect leading to dead-layers in surfaceregions due to boundary conditions and depolarising �elds [11, 12, 41]. Di-electric measurements of ferroelectric single crystals thinned down to thin�lm dimensions [39] have yielded a dielectric response very similar to thatof bulk.3.2.2 DefectsStrain energy caused by lattice mismatch is relieved by the formation ofdefects [20]. Initially, an epitaxial �lm will grow pseudomorphically, strainingelastically to the lattice parameters of the substrate, creating a coherent�lm/substrate interface. As the �lm grows the strain energy increases untila critical thickness, dc, at which the energy to have a strained �lm exceedsthe energy of a relaxed �lm with an array of dislocations. When this happensdislocations are introduced into the �lm structure and some of the strain isrelieved. As the �lm continues to grow thicker, more and more dislocationsare introduced until the mis�t strain is completely relieved. Expressions forthe strain energy at thicknesses above and below dc were given by Nix [20]. Itis assumed in this treatment that the �lm and substrate have equal Young'smoduli (Y ) and and shear moduli (µ). In the regime where d < dc the elasticstrain energy per unit area is given by
Ee =

Y dε2

(1 − ν)
, (3.4)60



where ε is the biaxial elastic strain and ν is Poisson's ratio. It is clear to seethat the strain energy increases linearly with �lm thickness in this regimeand no dislocations are incorporated in the �lm. Now consider the case where
d > dc. Dislocations form at the �lm/substrate interface to relieve the strainenergy that develops during further �lm growth. If the dislocations arearranged in a square grid of side S then the elastic strain energy is reducedfrom its initial value as the elastic strain is reduced by the dislocations to
ε = m−b/S where b is the magnitude or strength of the Burgers vector. Thevalue of b/S is proportional to the number of dislocations at the interfaceand when it is equal to m the bulk strain in the �lm vanishes. The totalstrain energy per unit area in this regime is given by

ET =
Y d(m − b/S)2

(1 − ν)
+

µb22 ln(βd/b)

4π(1 − ν)S
, (3.5)where the �rst term represents the elastic strain in the bulk of the �lm andthe second represents the dislocation energy. In equation (3.5), β is a con-stant relating the radius of the strain �eld surrounding the dislocation tothe thickness of the �lm. This equation shows that strain energy increaseslinearly with �lm thickness whilst dislocation energy has a very weak loga-rithmic dependence of thickness making it almost constant. The critical �lmthickness can be calculated by minimising the total energy with respect todislocation number and evaluating at b/S = 0:

dc =
b

8π(1 + ν)m
ln

(

βdc

b

)

. (3.6)For a low mismatched system such as a YBa2Cu3O7-x(YBCO) �lm on aSTO substrate (m = 0.01) dc ≈ 5 nm. However, for a high mismatch systemsuch as STO on MgO (m = 0.075) the strain energy is far too large anddislocations are expected to be introduced from the initial layers. This willbe discussed further in chapter 5. These calculations were done using the61



Figure 3.4: The glide of a threading dislocation half-loop gliding down tothe interface and outwards with increasing �lm thickness, leaving behind amis�t dislocation.bulk STO value of Poisson's ratio [42] and assuming the magnitude of theBurgers vector to be of the order of the bulk lattice parameter for STO.Threading dislocations have a dislocation line that threads through the�lm and nucleate at the �lm surface as a half-loop [20, 43]. As the �lm growsthe stress drives the dislocation line to glide and bend in a slip plane until,at dc, it is able to glide in�nitely leaving behind a mis�t dislocation at thesubstrate/�lm interface. This is shown in Fig. 3.4. In reality, the thicknessat which dislocations are introduced can be greater than the predicted valuesdue to a number of reasons including an absence of a suitable glide system,interactions between dislocations and other defects, and the energy barrierassociated with dislocation nucleation. The nucleation of a dislocation loopwill now be examined along with the energy considerations involved. Thereis an energy increase in the system associated with creating the half-loop butalso a decrease in the system energy due to the relief of some strain. Also,if the loop is imperfect with a stacking fault included causing a surface step,there will be an increase in system energy due to the stacking fault itself and62



the additional surface energy involved in the creation of a step. The sum ofthese energies increase with half-loop radius until a critcal radius is reached,at which point the system energy begins to decrease and the dislocationbecomes favourable. The energy associated with this critical radius is theactivation energy of dislocation nucleation. If the �lm is not of a thicknesswhere a half-loop of critical size can �t into the �lm, then nucleation willnot occur and the �lm will remain strained even if a relaxed structure ismore favourable. Matthews [43] showed, however, that the critical thicknessfor half-loop nucleation usually agrees fairly well with dc. This is the casewith an exceptionally clean �lm but vacancies, impurites, and other localphenomenon can push nucleation to occur before the �lm reaches criticalthickness by increasing the strain energy locally. Threading dislocationsin the �lm can also nucleate at the substrate interface or extend from athreading dislocation present in the substrate. However, in this case thedislocation slips in the opposite direction in the �lm due to the stressesacting on it being opposite. This scenario is shown in Fig. 3.5.As the �lm thickness increases, more and more strain is relaxed throughthe formation of mis�t dislocations and this therefore e�ects the dielectricproperties. As discussed above in section 3.2.1, strain alters the Curie tem-perature; it follows that as the thickness of the �lm increases, the Curie tem-perature relaxes towards the bulk value due to the change in strain causedby the formation of dislocations [44]. The disruption to the crystal periodic-ity that dislocations cause obviously produce a strain �eld surrounding thedislocation line. An array of dislocations therefore produces local strain gra-dients throughout the �lm which in turn broaden the ferroelectric transition[38]. The extent to which these phenomenon will e�ect device performancemuch depends on the geometry of the device. Coplanar devices will be ef-63



Figure 3.5: The elongation with increasing �lm thickness of a threadingdislocation extended from the substrate to create a mis�t dislocation at theinterface.fected more by the presence of threading dislocations than mis�t dislocationsat the �lm/substrate interface, for example.3.2.3 CracksIn-plane lattice mismatch not only results in mis�t dislocations but can alsolead to the formation of microcracks [45]. The exact process in which crackformation actually occurs is still unknown but di�erences in thermal expan-sion coe�cients, temperature gradients, and substantial lattice mismatch aresome of the commonly attributed causes. It is assumed that the elastic strainin the �lm drives the formation and growth of cracks. For the purpose ofthis discussion it is assumed that the elastic strain arises purely from lat-tice mismatch and local strain �elds caused by �lm inhomogeneities will beignored. As with the case concerned with dislocations, the strain energy inthe �lm increases to a point where crack formation will become favourable.
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The elastic strain in the mismatched �lm is given by
ε =

[a0(s) − a0(f)]

a0(f)
− δ, (3.7)where δ is the strain relieved by the formation of other defects. The amountof strain energy that can be relieved per unit length of a two dimensionalcrack that penetrates the whole thickness of the �lm is

Ec = πY ε2(d/2)2, (3.8)where d is the crack height, i.e. the thickness of the �lm. The formationof a crack is energetically favourable when Ec exceeds the energy for theformation of the new surfaces per unit crack length, Es. The surface energyper unit crack area is de�ned as E∗

s = Es/d which, in turn, leads to a critcalthickness for crack formation becoming favourable:
d′c =

4E∗

s

πY ε2
. (3.9)An estimate value for the crack surface energy for a perovskite is E∗

s = 340J m-2 [45] which leads to a critical thickness for crack formation in a STO�lm on an MgO substrate of 319 nm. The Young's Modulus was taken to bethat of bulk STO [46] and assumes the very unlikely case of no strain reliefby dislocations. Thus, in general it is expected that dislocations nucleate atsmaller �lm thickness and cracking is not usually the mechanism of strainrelief.An array of cracks in a �lm clearly produces a series of air gaps whiche�ect the permittivity. The �lm correspondingly has an e�ective permittivitylower than the bulk permittivity due to a volume fraction of the �lm havingthe permittivity of air which is unity [47]. These �lm components can bemodelled in a series-capicitor geometry. Also, cracks relieve stress locallyproducing strain gradients which, as shown in the above section on strain,can also be detrimental to the dielectric repsonse.65



3.3 Pulsed Laser Interval DepostionPulsed laser interval deposition (PLID) [16, 32, 48], introduced in chapter 2,uses the kinetics of the PLD setup to encourage layer-by-layer growth andimprove the crystallographic structure. The technique exploits the high su-persaturation and large number of small two dimensional islands that goeshand in hand with high pulse frequencies. Deposition parameters are se-lected so that a high number of pulses, typically around 50, are requiredto deposit su�cient material for one unit cell monolayer; this ensures a lowerror on the amount of material deposited from an integer number of pulses.One monolayer is deposited at a high pulse frequency, typically 60 Hz, whichis then followed by a period of no deposition. The correct amount of materialfor one monolayer is deposited in under the relaxation time and nucleationmainly takes place after the depostion has occured. The high supersatu-ration of mobile adatoms on the surface after the deposition pulse favoursa high nucleation density. Premature nucleation is avoided and the smallsize of the nuclei formed discourage second level nucleation by making theincorporation of adatoms at step edges most likely. Once the adatoms havereached stable sites and the RHEED intensity has recovered to a steadystate, which is due to the descrease in the number of mobile adatoms, thenext monolayer is deposited and this process begins again. It is clear to seehow this technique increases the probability of layer-by-layer growth, evenin material combinations where it is usually not favourable.
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Chapter 4HOMOEPITAXIAL GROWTH OF STRONTIUMTITANATE
Homoepitaxial growth of STO was mainly used for the measurement of de-position rate using the period of the RHEED oscillations. It was also usedfor optimisation of the interval deposition technique for the application tothe heteroepitaxial system. However, as will be seen, it is far from easy toachieve a layer-by-layer growth and, hence, a growth rate measurement usingRHEED, if the deposition parameters are not carefully chosen to give the cor-rect deposition rate. One vital piece of information that is usually neglectedin the literature is the laser spot size on the target. It will become obvious inthis chapter that this is one of the most important parameters that decidesthe deposition rate. This chapter will describe the experiment results andthe evolution of understanding that came from these to give the �nal op-timised parameters used in heteroepitaxy. Also, RHEED and transmissionelectron microscopy (TEM) analysis will be shown and discussed from thehomoepitaxial �lms grown using the �nal parameters in both standard andinterval deposition regimes.
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4.1 Spot Size and Deposition RateThe PLD setup for the intial work of this thesis was somewhat di�erentto that described in chapter 2 and used to deposit the �lms described inchapter 5. There were homogeniser elements in the beam path which �xedthe laser spot size on the target at 2 × 4 mm2. The reason for the useof these elements were to create a homogeneous beam pro�le, by taking inthe whole beam, dividing it up into 24 smaller rectangular beams, each ofeven energy across their area, and orienting them onto the target so thatthey overlapped, leading to a spot of �xed size but homogeneous pro�le.This large spot size gave a bigger plume than the main setup decribed inchapter 2, which required the larger target substrate distance of 55 mm. Thedeposition rate was of the order of an angstrom per laser pulse. These werethe standard conditions used in the laboratory since 1994 for the growth ofhigh temperature superconductors, ferroelectric, and ferromagnetic oxides.In fact, similar conditions are used in most laboratories worldwide that donot have RHEED [15, 49, 50, 51].With this setup RHEED oscillations were not observed under any de-position conditions examined and typical RHEED intensity measurementsyielded a gentle decline of the specular intensity as a function of time. TheRHEED intensity measurement and RHEED di�raction patterns of the �nal�lm surface for typical conditions for the best growth with this setup areshown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 respecitively. The deposition conditions usedin the growth shown here are summarised in Table 4.2. These conditions putthe substrate on the edge of the visible plume which is where stoichiometricdeposition occurs. Although the RHEED intensity measurements show the�lm growth modes were in the island regime, the RHEED pattern exhibitsspots lying on Laue circles and the presence of Kikuchi lines indicating an68



Figure 4.1: Typical RHEED intensity as a function of time for a homoepti-axial STO deposition with a large laser spot on the target.Fluence (J cm-2) 1.5Temperature (◦C) 800O2Partial Pressure (mbar) 0.5Laser Pulse Frequency (Hz) 1Target - Substrate Distance (mm) 55Number of Pulses 1000O2Cooling Pressure (mbar) 100Cooling Ramp Rate (◦C min-1) 30Table 4.2: Typical deposition conditions for best growth with a large laserspot on the target. 69



Figure 4.2: RHEED pattern along <110> of a surface of a homoepitaxialSTO �lm grown under typical deposition parameters for the large laser spoton the targetatomically smooth and ordered surface.In an attempt to understand the lack of RHEED intensity oscillationsthe thickness per pulse as a function of �uence was calculated. The depo-sition parameters were kept the same as those in Table 4.2 throughout andthe �uence was altered. The �lm thickness was measured by patterning astep into the �lm by photolithography and ion beam milling down to thesubstrate. A pro�lometer was then used to measure the thickness at a num-ber of points along the step and the thickness averaged. A plot of thicknessper pulse versus �uence is shown in Fig. 4.3. Comparing the lowest depo-sition rate given by this setup, 0.113 ± 0.34 nm per pulse, to the literature[16, 32, 48, 52, 53] it is obvious that the growth rate given by such a largelaser spot size is too high to give growth oscillations. The deposition rateobserved requires only less than 4 pulses for the deposition of a completemonolayer of material whereas oscillations are observed in the literature for70



Figure 4.3: The thickness per pulse for growth with the larger laser spot size.no less than around 20 pulses per monolayer. With the large spot size therewas simply too much material every pulse to rearrange and crystalise intoa two dimensional layer before the next pulse arrived. It is common in theliterature [16, 32, 48, 52, 53] for a low pressure of oxygen to be used in de-position for high surface mobility. This, in combination with low depositionrates achieved by use of a small spot size and low �uence favours layer-by-layer growth. However, the �lms grown in this thesis are intended for use inmicrowave devices and so a higher oxygen pressure is required in depositionto better oxygenate the �lms.To reduce the deposition rate the laser spot size on the target was reducedby altering the optical setup of the system. Removal of the homogenizerelements was essential as these �xed the spot size on the target and insteadan aperture was used to take the most homogeneous central part of the laserbeam. This part of the beam was then focused down onto the target to amuch smaller size of 1.55× 0.85 mm2; this is the setup described in Chapter71



Fluence (J cm-2) 2Temperature (◦C) 850O2 Partial Pressure (mbar) 0.1Target - Substrate Distance (mm) 45Laser Pulse Rate (Hz) 5Table 4.3: Initial deposition parameters that caused layer-by-layer growth.2. Re-optimisation of the other deposition parameters was then required toaccount for the change in plume size and �nd an optimal deposition rate.When the smaller spot size was used in conjunction with the parametersdescribed in Table 4.2 a very small plume was produced. To counter this thesubstrate-target distance was decreased to the limit of the system to bringthe substrate further into the plume. Also, the �uence was increased andthe oxygen pressure was decreased to increase the size of the plume.4.2 RHEED Oscillations and Optimisation of Inter-val DepositionThe new smaller laser spot setup quickly yielded RHEED oscillations corre-sponding to two dimensional layer-by-layer growth as shown in Fig. 4.4. Thedeposition conditions used to achieve this growth are summarised in Table4.3. This gave a deposition rate of 86 pulses per monolayer deposited andwas reproducible from deposition to deposition with an error in depositionrate of less than 10 pulses per monolayer. This was most likely due to errorin system motor movement and a small plume that made the deposition rateextremely sensitive to variations in target - substrate distance. This waslater improved by increasing the �uence further to provide a larger plumeand thus making it less sensitive to variations in distances, however, there72



Figure 4.4: RHEED oscillations indicating layer-by-layer growth of homoepi-taxial STO with a growth rate of 86 pulses per monolayer.
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could still be errors in deposition rates of 1 or 2 pulses per monolayer overtime. This is the reason for a deposition rate check using homoepitaxy beforeeach interval deposition took place.Optimisation of the PLID technique was required to ensure that therewas the correct number of pulses in a monolayer interval at high and low laserpulse frequencies. The layer-by-layer standard homoepitaxial deposition wasperformed at a laser pulse rate of 5 Hz whereas the PLID was performed at60 Hz. The drop in energy with increasing pulse rate is a characteristic ofexcimer lasers. The interval technique would not work if there were not thecorrect number of pulses to form a monolayer in each burst. Rougheningwould occur with each interval deposited. This optimisation required �rstdepositing in standard mode and stopping deposition on a peak of a RHEEDoscillation; this ensured that the top surface was a complete monolayer andwas as smooth as possible. Then, moving to high frequency, one intervalof the number of pulses corresponding to a monolayer at low frequency wasdeposited. Finally, deposition at low frequency in standard mode was startedagain. If this second round of standard deposition started on a peak of anoscillation then there was the correct number of pulses in the high frequencyinterval to deposit one monolayer. It was soon noted, during the initialoptimisation depositions, that when depositing at the same laser voltagea higher number of pulses was indeed required to deposit one monolayerat high frequency. The extra pulses required were due to the output laserenergy decreasing with increasing pulse frequency at constant voltage. Forexample, to have a �uence of 4 J cm-2 on the target at 5 Hz a voltage of 20.6kV was required, however, to achieve the same �uence at 60 Hz a voltage of22 kV was required. Once this was taken into account and the laser voltageadjusted at high pulse frequency to produce the same laser energy as at low74



frequency the number of pulses required to deposit one monolayer at highand low pulse frequencies equalled each other. This is an experimental detailgenerally omitted in the literature.4.3 Comparison of Films Grown by Standard andInterval TechniquesThe deposition parameters were optimised and the homoepitaxial �lms grownby the standard and interval deposition methods were compared [36]. Theparameters used are summarised in Table 4.3, however, the energy was ad-justed so that there were a comparable number of pulses needed for thecompletion of one monolayer in both depositions.4.3.1 RHEED AnalysisStandard PLD yielded oscillations of the RHEED intensity as a function oftime, seen in Fig. 4.5, which are clear evidence of a two dimensional layer-by-layer growth mode. It should be noted that the oscillations presentedhere are much smoother and less noisy than those grown with the initialconditions shown in Fig. 4.4 due to the optimised growth conditions. Calcu-lation using the period of the RHEED oscillations gave a deposition rate of50 pulses per monolayer deposited. The relatively constant baseline of theoscillations and the lack of damping in the oscillations suggests that a truelayer-by-layer growth was occuring where one layer completes before the nextbegins and these could continue for a very long time [26]. The oscillations donot show any evidence of modulation by the laser pulsing. Such modulationshave been observed elsewhere [16, 48] and were explained by the high densityof mobile adatoms on the surface after each pulse. Modulations such as these75



Figure 4.5: RHEED oscillations indicating layer-by-layer growth in homoepi-taxy for optimised conditions.
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Figure 4.6: RHEED patterns taken along <100> before and after standarddeposition of a homoepitaxial layer. Patterns from the substrate, (a), andfrom the �lm surface, with an angle of incidence of ~1◦,(b), and ~3◦ (c).are also predicted by the RHEED oscillation theory presented in chapter 2.In the present work it is suspected that the large number of pulses per mono-layer and the limited temporal resolution of the RHEED camera probablyexplain the lack of any modulation. Fig. 4.6 shows the RHEED patterns ofthe substrate and �lm surfaces for the standard deposition. The di�ractionpattern of the �lm (Fig. 4.6(b)) is very similar to that of the substrate (Fig.4.6(a)) suggesting that it is of the same crystallographic quality. Kikuchilines are present in both, with spots lying on Laue rings. These two featuresevidence a very well ordered smooth surface. In addition to this, the pres-ence of di�raction spots and Kikuchi lines at high angles of incidence (Fig.4.6(c)) suggest a highly crystaline, smooth surface.The RHEED intensity as a function of time for the PLID is shown inFig. 4.7. There were 20 monolayers deposited although only the �rst 5can be distinguished by a de�nite drop in RHEED intensity followed by77



Figure 4.7: RHEED specular intensity as a function of time for homoepi-taxial interval deposition. The blue arrows indicate the �rst 5 monolayersdeposited.
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Figure 4.8: RHEED patterns along <100> before and after interval deposi-tion of a homoepitaxial layer. Patterns of the substrate, (a), and the surfaceof the �lm at an angle of incidence of ~1◦, (b), and at an angle of incidenceof ~3.5◦, (c).a recovery. The lack of clear intervals in the RHEED intensity could bean indication of poor interval optimisation. The �gure is made harder tointerpret by the fact the intensity increased after deposition of each of the�rst 4 monolayers, suggesting that the surface quality was improving, butthe decreasing intensity after the �rst 5 monolayers suggests that the surfacequality was deteriorating. An examination of the RHEED patterns beforeand after growth, seen in Fig. 4.8, shows that, crystallographically, the�lm surface is similar if not more ordered than that of the substrate. Thepresence of streaky spots lying on a Laue ring with Kikuchi lines showed awell ordered, smooth surface for both the substrate (Fig. 4.8(a)) and the�lm surface (Fig. 4.8(b)). From the patterns presented here the substrateappeared to have a more streaky pattern, and hence, less well ordered surfacethan the �lm surface with Kikuchi lines appearing more prominent on the79



�lm surface pattern. However, it must be pointed out that these di�erencescould just be due to the angle of incidence and beam intensity di�eringslightly. The �lm surface was at least as high quality if not better thanthe substrate surface and this is backed up by the presence of di�ractionspots and Kikuchi lines at high angles of incidence (Fig. 4.8(c)). The highquality �lm surface suggests that the interval optimisation was correct andthe lack of features in the RHEED intensity measurement is most likely dueto dynamical e�ects, described in chapter 2, interfering with the intensity ofthe specular re�ection.4.3.2 TEM Analysis and Comparison with Previous WorkAll TEM analysis in this thesis was undertaken by Dr. Yau Yau Tse in theDepartment of Metallurgy and Materials. The TEM cross-sectional bright�eld images of the samples grown by PLD and PLID are shown in Fig. 4.9with g=002. For these images the sample was tilted to the two-beam condi-tion so that only the straight through and the (002) di�racted beams werevisible. In both cases the interfaces were consumate and the microstructureswere extremely similar. Fig. 4.10 shows a high-resolution TEM image takenalong [010] of the �lm grown by standard deposition. The interface between�lm and substrate is perfectly coherent. There were no mis�t or threadingdislocations observed in either �lm. This TEM analysis combined with theRHEED results shows there was a two dimensional layer-by-layer growthusing both deposition methods.In comparison to previous work by this group [50, 54] which used the�large-spot� setup, the �lms grown here had a greater crystallinity and amore homogeneous microstructure. Tse et al. [50] reported columnar growthfor all laser pulse frequencies investigated as shown in Fig. 4.11. The high80



Figure 4.9: Cross-sectional bright �eld TEM images of homoepitaxial sam-ples grown by PLD, (a), and PLID, (b), with g = 002.
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Figure 4.10: Cross-sectional high-resolution TEM of a homoepitaxial �lmgrown by standard deposition.
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Figure 4.11: Cross-sectional bright �eld TEM images of homoepitaxial �lmsgrown by Tse et al. [50] at 0.15, (a), 1, (b), and 100 Hz, (c).
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deposition rates reported do not allow su�cient time for single layer crys-talisation to occur in between pulses. The highest deposition per pulse wasobserved in the sample grown at 0.15 Hz and was the most columnar. Thelowest deposition per pulse was observed in the sample grown at 100 Hzand had the most homogeneous microstructure with columns appearing latein the growth. It is easy to see that lower instantaneous deposition ratesprovide growth with greater crystal quality. Films grown for this thesis withthe smaller laser spot exhibited a true two dimensional growth whereas the�lms grown by Tse et al. clearly had a three dimensional growth mode withthe presence of columns, dislocations, and o�-stoichiometry inclusions in thestructure. None of these features were observed in the �lms grown with asmall spot size.4.4 SummaryIt has been shown that a two dimensional layer-by-layer growth can be eas-ily achieved, in both standard and interval modes, only if the depositionparameters are carefully selected to provide a low deposition rate. A smallspot size allows a low deposition rate whilst working at �uences which arehigh above the ablation threshold and pressures favourable for oxygenationof the �lm. The conditions allow single layer crystallisation to occur beforethe next pulse arrives. A high substrate temperature maximises surface mo-bility and favours two dimensional growth. RHEED data showed the highcrystalline quality of �lms grown by both interval and standard deposition.TEM analysis shows a consumate interface between �lm and substrate withno threading or mis�t dislocations observed. Films grown by both intervaland standard deposition exhibit the same high quality structure.84



Chapter 5HETEROEPITAXIAL GROWTH OFSTRONTIUM TITANATE ON MAGNESIUMOXIDE SUBSTRATES
Films of SrTiO3 (STO) on MgO substrates have the potential to be veryuseful in applications such as microwave device circuitry. The high dielectrictunability of STO and low dielectric loss of MgO makes the architectureseem ideal. However, STO on MgO is not a well lattice matched systemwith both a high mismatch of lattice parameters and interfacial chemicalincompatibility issues being present [9, 10, 35]. These two issues dramaticallye�ect the growth mode and hence, the microstructure of an STO �lm grownon an MgO substrate. The microstructure, in turn, e�ects the dielectricproperties of the �lm [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In this chapter, thepossibility of growth mode control is considered by examing the e�ect ofusing an interval deposition method [16, 32, 48] and also the e�ect of usingan atomically thick TiO2 bu�er layer to decrease interfacial energy [9, 35].5.1 Initial Growth StagesThe initial growth of STO on MgO substrates was studied by deposition offour monolayers, in both standard and interval deposition modes, directly85



Fluence (J cm-2) 1.5Temperature (◦C) 850Oxygen Partial Pressure (mbar) 0.1Target-Substrate Distance (mm) 45Laser Pulse Frequency (Hz) 5 (100 for interval deposition)Table 5.1: Deposition parameters used in the study of heteroepitaxial initialgrowth stages.onto annealled MgO substrates. The number of pulses for one monolayerwas determined using homoepitaxial growth directly before each depositionas described in chapter 4. After each monolayer was deposited, depositionwas stopped and a RHEED pattern was taken along <100> in both growthregimes. The deposition conditions that were used in this study are shownin Table 5.1. The RHEED specular intensity as a function of time alongwith RHEED patterns for each monolayer deposited in both standard andinterval deposition modes are shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, respectively.Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of both surfaces, taken ex-situ, areshown in Fig. 5.3. During standard deposition of each monolayer (Fig. 5.1)the RHEED specular intensity decreased rapidly which indicated a three di-mensional island growth. The RHEED patterns taken after each monolayeradd weight to this conclusion. At �rst the pattern was streaky, which alongwith a bright specular spot and the presence of Kikuchi lines indicated asmooth surface. The pattern became more three dimensional with spots ina grid-like structure starting to appear as the growth progressed. After 4monolayers were deposited there was no evidence of the specular re�ectionbeing present in the RHEED pattern and hence the pattern was completelythree dimensional in nature. In this case the di�raction pattern is a trans-86



Figure 5.1: RHEED specular intensity as a function of time for the depositionof STO on a MgO substrate in standard mode and RHEED patterns takenafter each monolayer was deposited. The �rst, (a), second, (b), third, (c),and fourth, (d), monolayers shown here. The white arrow in (a) indicatesthe specular re�ection.
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Figure 5.2: RHEED specular intensity as a function of time for the depositionof STO on a MgO substrate in interval mode and RHEED patterns takenafter each monolayer was deposited. The �rst, (a), second, (b), third, (c),and fourth, (d), monolayers shown here. The white arrow indicates thepresence of a specular re�ection component.
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Figure 5.3: AFM images of the surfaces of 4 monolayer thick �lms grown bystandard (left) and interval (right) deposition.mission pattern, the electron beam passing through growth islands (see Fig.2.4). A specular re�ection is never present in a purely transmission type pat-tern. Modulation of the RHEED intensity by the laser pulsing was presentand became more pronounced as the deposition continued. This shows thedeteriorating nature of the overall specular intensity. The specular RHEEDintensity for the sample grown by interval deposition showed some recoveryafter each interval (Fig. 5.2). This recovery is most clear in Fig. 5.2(c) andFig.5.2(d) where the drop on commencing the burst of pulses was smaller.In addition to this, although the RHEED patterns deteriorated from a twodimensional type pattern to a three dimensional type pattern there was stilla component of the specular re�ection present after deposition of four mono-layers. These data suggested a more two dimensional growth and a smoothersurface was present when grown with interval deposition. The AFM imagescon�rm this. The sample grown by interval deposition exhibits a smoothsurface on which the steps of the substrate are still visible; this is not thecase with the sample grown by standard deposition. On the surface of thePLID sample, a smooth surface was seen with three dimensional outgrowths89



present on the step terraces. It was concluded that these are the result ofSrO being the �rst layer of STO at the interface creating three dimensionalnucleation sites due to the high interface energy [9, 35].The in-plane lattice parameters of the �lm were calculated from thestreak spacing in the RHEED patterns after each monolayer was deposited.Only the {01} streaks were present on the RHEED pattern for the STOsurfaces. The distance between the (01) and (01) streaks was taken and di-vided by two for the streak spacing. The RHEED pattern for MgO surfaces,however, is a little more complicated. MgO has the rock-salt structure, i.e.face-centred cubic with a basis, and therefore the structure factor has to beconsidered. The structure factor is given by the Fourier transform of thecrystal [55]:
F (hk) = FT (basis) × FT (lattice). (5.1)There is a lattice point at (00) and one at (01

2), so the Fourier transform ofthe lattice is
FT (lattice) = fei2π(0) + fei2π(h

2
+ k

2
), (5.2)where f is the form factor of the lattice point. This analysis of the latticestructure factor shows that a re�ection is only observed when h and k areboth even or both odd. The Fourier transform of the basis adds extra con-ditions for the occurance of a di�raction point. The basis consists of a Mg2+ion at (00) and an O2+ ion at (01

2 ), so the Fourier transform is
FT (basis) = fMg2+ei2π(0) + fO2+ei2π(h

2
), (5.3)where fMg2+ and fO2+ are the atomic form factors of the Mg2+ and O2+ ionsrespectively. This shows that if h is even then there is a strong re�ectionbut if it is odd, the atomic form factors cancel and a weak re�ection is ob-served. In the case of using RHEED to investigate MgO substrate surfaces,90



the {01} re�ections are therefore not allowed. Thus, the {02} streaks wereused to calibrate the sample to screen distance and thus the lattice param-eter measurement. The lattice parameter a is related, in the small angleapproximation, to the streak spacing d by
a =

λL

d
, (5.4)where L is the substrate to screen distance and λ is the electron wavelength.The mis�t of the �lm normalised to the bulk �lm parameter is plotted as afunction of thickness for both the PLD and PLID samples in Fig. 5.4. It canbe seen that in both �lms the lattice parameters relax to a constant valueduring the deposition of the second monolayer. This agrees well with thetheory described in chapter 3 that says in such a high mismatched systemdislocations are introduced in the initial layers. The error bars in Fig. 5.4 aredominated by the random errors in the measurement of the streak spacing.5.2 Control of Interfacial LayersThe study of the initial growth stages of STO �lms on MgO substratesadded weight to the argument that the �rst layer of STO is important indeciding the growth mode [9, 35]. There was an improved growth modeusing PLID and AFM images showed three dimensional nucleation sites onthe step terraces of the �lm which were attributed to �rst layer growth ofSrO. In this section it will be shown that it is possible to deposit a singleatomic layer of TiO2 onto the MgO surface. This technique will be used toexamine the in�uence of controlling the initial layer of the STO structure onthe growth mode. Films were grown with and without a TiO2 bu�er layerin both standard and interval deposition modes. These in turn were usedto test the hypothesis that a layer-by-layer growth mode can be achieved91



Figure 5.4: Mis�t of heteroepitaxial �lms grown by standard (a) and interval(b) PLD as a function of thickness.
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Fluence (STO) (J cm-2) 4Fluence (TiO2) (J cm-2) 3Temperature (◦C) 850Oxygen Partial Pressure (STO) (mbar) 5 × 10−3Oxygen Partial Pressure (TiO2) (mbar) 0.1Target-Substrate Distance (mm) 45Laser Pulse Frequency (Hz) 5Table 5.2: Deposition conditions used to grow 40 nm thick heteroepitaxial�lms by standard deposition.using a combination of interval deposition to overcome the large mis�t anda bu�er layer to improve interface compatibility.5.2.1 Standard PLDFilms of STO were grown on MgO substrates to a thickness of 40 nm instandard deposition mode with and without a monolayer thick bu�er layerof TiO2. The deposition parameters used to grow these �lms are shown inTable 5.2. In Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, the RHEED intensity data for thedeposition of the TiO2 bu�er layer and the RHEED pattern along <100>of the bu�er layer surface are shown, respectively. It can be seen from theRHEED intensity data that a little over one monolayer was deposited as thedeposition was stopped just past the peak of the oscillation. The RHEEDpattern exhibits streaks, with Kikuchi lines and the specular spot indicatinga smooth �lm and con�rming it was a two dimensional growth.The specular RHEED intensity is plotted against time for the �rst 500seconds of deposition for both samples grown by standard PLD is shownin Fig. 5.7. The RHEED patterns, taken along <100>, from the surfaces93



Figure 5.5: The RHEED specular intensity as a function of time during thegrowth of a single atomic layer of TiO2 on an MgO substrate. The inset isa close up of the intensity oscillation and the arrows indicate the beginning,(1), and end, (2), of deposition.
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Figure 5.6: The RHEED pattern taken along <100> of the surface of anatomic layer of TiO2 grown by standard deposition onto MgO.of the two �lms after deposition are shown in Fig. 5.8. Both �lm surfacesexhibited a similar streaky pattern and hence, showed a smooth surfacewith some disorder. The specular RHEED intensity, in both cases, dropedrapidly to a steady state which is characteristic of a three dimensional islandgrowth mode. However, there was an increase in intensity at the beginningof growth when there was a bu�er layer present which resembled an intensityoscillation as observed with a layer-by-layer growth mode. This, however,was not an oscillation; the observation that as the STO growth started thespecular re�ection moved position lead to the conclusion that the increase inspecular intensity was actually due to the STO specular re�ection growing inintensity whilst the MgO/TiO2 specular re�ection died out. Although both�lms had a three dimensional growth mode, the fact that the STO specularre�ection was obeserved at the beginning of growth suggests that the �lmwas smoother in the initial stages of growth when a TiO2 bu�er layer wasdeposited �rst. The growth was improved by the introduction of the bu�er95



Figure 5.7: The RHEED specular intensity as a function of time for the �rst500 seconds of growth of heteroepitaxial STO on MgO by standard PLDboth without (a) and with (b) an atomic bu�er layer of TiO2.96



Figure 5.8: RHEED patterns taken along <100> of 40 nm thick STO �lmsgrown by standard deposition without (a) and with (b) a TiO2 bu�er layer.layer. Forcing the �rst layer of the STO structure to be TiO2 allows theintial layers to completely wet the surface.TEM analysis was completed by Dr. Y. Y. Tse [36]. Bright �eld cross-sectional TEM images with g=200 and g=002 for the �lm grown by standarddeposition without a bu�er layer of TiO2 are shown in Fig. 5.9(a) and Fig.5.9(b) respectively. A smooth �lm is observed with mis�t dislocations at theinterface and some threading dislocations throughout the �lm. The selectedarea electron di�raction (SAED) pattern reveals that the �lm is cubic andthe completely relaxed. The mis�t between �lm and substrate was calculatedfrom the SAED to be 7.8 %, which is consistant with the 7.9 % estimatedfrom the bulk parameters. The dark �eld TEM image showing the mis�tdislocations at the interface is shown in Fig. 5.10. From the dark �eld imagethe mis�t dislocation spacing was calculated to be approximately 2.80±0.25nm. The expected separation of pure edge dislocations of [100] or [010] typewhich would fully relieve the mismatch strain is 5.3 nm. Therefore, therewas a higher density of mis�t dislocations than required of pure edge typeto completely relieve strain. The mis�t dislocation must therefore be of atype that is less e�ective at relieving strain than pure edge type. Analysis of97



Figure 5.9: Bright �eld cross-sectional TEM images of a heteroepitaxial �lmgrown by standard deposition with no TiO2 bu�er layer. The sample wastilted to the two beam condition with g=200, (a), and g=002, (b). The insetshows the selected area electron di�raction (SAED) pattern.
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Figure 5.10: Dark �eld cross-sectional TEM image of a heteroepitaxial �lmgrown by standard deposition with no TiO2 bu�er layer. Mis�t dislocationsat the �lm/substrate interface and threading dislocations (vertical whitelines) are evidenced.TEM images found the mis�t dislocations to have a Burgers vector of b =

1
2 [101]STO. This was con�rmed by drawing a Burgers circuit around a mis�tdislocation on a Fast Fourier Transform �ltered image of Fig. 5.10. Thistype of dislocation requires a separation of approximately 2 nm for completerelaxation of the mis�t strain [36]. The presence of larger separation indicatesthat the mis�t dislocations do not completely relax the strain. It can, thus,be deduced that the threading dislocations have some role in strain relaxationtoo.Bright �eld cross-sectional TEM images, with g=002 and g=200, of the�lm grown by standard deposition with a bu�er layer of TiO2 are shown inFig. 5.11. The �lm is smooth but has cracks as seen in Fig. 5.11(b). Thedark �eld images are shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Bright �eld cross-sectional TEM images of a heteroepitaxial�lm grown by standard deposition with a TiO2 bu�er layer. The sample wastilted so that g=002, (a), and g=200, (b).
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Figure 5.12: Dark �eld cross-sectional TEM images of a heteroepitaxial �lmgrown by standard deposition with a TiO2 bu�er layer. Here, the samplewas tilted so that g=200 in both (a) and (b).The mis�t dislocation separation was calculated to be 2.74 ± 0.25 nmwhich is the same as the sample without a bu�er layer. The �lm was seen tohave an out-of-plane mis�t of 7.0 % and an in-plane mis�t of 6.4 % from theSAED pattern. The high-resolution TEM was not possible due to the qualityof the foil prepared, therefore Burger's vector analysis was not possible.
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Fluence (STO) (J cm-2) 4Fluence (TiO2) (J cm-2) 3Temperature (◦C) 850Oxygen Partial Pressure (STO) (mbar) 5 × 10−3Oxygen Partial Pressure (TiO2) (mbar) 0.1Target-Substrate Distance (mm) 45Laser Pulse Frequency (Hz) 60Table 5.3: Deposition conditions used to grow 40 nm thick heteroepitaxial�lms by interval deposition.5.2.2 Interval DepositionFilms of STO were grown with a thickness of 40 nm on MgO substratesin interval deposition mode; one with and one without an atomically thickbu�er layer of TiO2. RHEED patterns were taken along <100> and theRHEED current was increased to bring the specular intensity higher afterevery 10 monolayers grown for the �rst 40 monolayers and then every 20monolayers grown subsequently. The deposition parameters used to growthese �lms are shown in Table 5.3. The bu�er layer was grown under thesame conditions as the standard deposition �lms, in standard depositionmode at a laser pulse frequency of 5 Hz. The specular RHEED intensitydata is shown, from throughout the deposition for the samples without andwith a TiO2 bu�er layer in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14, respectively. The insetsto the intensity data show the RHEED patterns taken along <100> of thesurface at the corresponding stages of the growth.Interval deposition directly onto the substrate, without a bu�er layer ofTiO2, shows some improvement over the �lms grown in standard depositionmode. The �rst interval decreased the specular intensity dramatically and102



Figure 5.13: Specular RHEED intensity data throughout the growth of aheteroepitaxial �lm grown by interval deposition with no bu�er layer of TiO2.Shown here is the 1st10, (a), the 20th to the 30th, (b), the 40th to 60th, (c), andthe 80thto 100th monolayers grown. The insets show the RHEED patterns ofthe surface along <100> taken after the corresponding round of deposition.
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Figure 5.14: Specular RHEED intensity data throughout the growth of aheteroepitaxial �lm grown by interval deposition with a bu�er layer of TiO2.Shown here is the 1st10, (a), the 20th to the 30th, (b), the 40th to 60th,(c), and the 80thto 103rd monolayers grown. The insets show the RHEEDpatterns of the surface along <100> taken after the corresponding round ofdeposition.
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showed negligible recovery; the RHEED current was increased to arti�ciallyincrease the specular intensity before the second monolayer was deposited.The second interval deposited also decreased the specular intensity dramat-ically but exhibited a greater recovery. After the deposition of the �rst twomonolayers, each subsequent interval deposited saw a small drop in specularintensity followed by a recovery to a very similar intensity as before. Thishinted at a two dimensional component to the growth mode. The RHEEDpattern taken after ten monolayers were deposited was streaky which is in-dicative of a smooth surface. By the twentieth interval deposited the spec-ular intensity showed a decrease after each monolayer was deposited. Thedecrease in the signal to noise ratio indicated the growth was deterioratingto a three dimensional island growth. The RHEED pattern taken after 30monolayers were deposited showed a streaky pattern with hints of three di-mensional transmission spots being superimposed over the streaks. Shortlyafter this the specular intensity became very noisy and decreased steadilywith time. There was no evidence of the sudden drops in intensity followedby an exponential recovery that are characteristic of the interval depositiontechnique. Although there was no visible change in the RHEED patternfrom the surface, the fact that the specular intensity has reached a steadydecline shows that the transmission components of the RHEED pattern hadbecome dominant. The intensity was, therefore, insensitive to surface phe-nomenon. It was at this cross-over point that the two dimensional growthwas completely replaced by a three dimensional island growth.A bu�er layer of TiO2 in combination with interval deposition improvedthe growth further. Fig. 5.14 shows that two dimensional growth was con-tinued throughout the entire deposition. Each interval exhibited a de�nitedrop in specular intensity followed by a sharp recovery back to a level simi-105



lar to that before the interval was deposited. In fact towards the end of the40 nm the intensity regularly increased with each interval deposited. Theonly exceptions to this were the �rst two intervals deposited which showeda signi�cant drop in intensity with not much recovery. This happened withgreater e�ect in the deposition of the sample without a bu�er layer. The factthat this e�ect is still quite prominant in a �lm which clearly has a forcedtwo dimensional growth mode leads to the deduction that at least part ofthis initial decrease in specular re�ection may be due to change in surfacematerial e�ecting the re�ected intensity.The relaxation of the specular RHEED intensity as a function of timefollowing the deposition bursts was studied for the samples grown by intervaldeposition. If there a single relaxation time then the intensity varies after adeposition burst with time as
I = I0

(

1 − exp− t

τ

)

, (5.5)where I0 is the maximum intensity after the deposition burst, t is the time af-ter the deposition burst, and τ is the relaxation time. Rearranging equation(5.5) and taking the natural log of the normalised intensity gives a straightline when plotted against time, the gradient of which is − t
τ
. The intensitydata for both the sample with and the sample without a bu�er layer of TiO2was �tted and analysed. The intensity data for the initial growth of the sam-ple without a bu�er layer yielded a plot which was not a straight line, seenin Fig. 5.15(a), which indicated more than one relaxation time connected tothe growth. This con�rmed that there were both three dimensional and twodimensional growth processes occuring. As the growth diminished furtherinto a three dimensional island growth the data became too noisy to identifyany trend (Fig. 5.15(b)). The data for the sample with a bu�er layer ofTiO2 did exhibit a straight line trend, seen in Fig. 5.15(c), and the relax-106



Figure 5.15: Natural log plots of the normalised specular intensity dataagainst time for the heteroepitaxial samples grown by interval depositionwithout, (a) and (b), and with, (c), a bu�er layer of TiO2ation time was calculated to be constant throughout the growth with a valueof 10.49 ± 1.14 s. The fact that it was possible to calculate τ showed thatthere was only one growth process present, con�rming a two dimensionalmode. The continuity throughout the growth �ts with the theory describedin chapter 2 which suggested that any change in the relaxation time is cover-age dependent. As there was no coverage variation seen here, the relaxationtime should be constant.A study of the in-plane lattice mis�t as a function of thickness was onlypossible for the interval deposition as taking a RHEED pattern requiresstopping the deposition and rotating the sample azimuthally so that the107



electron beam is incident along a direction of high symmetry. The mis�t isplotted against thickness for the both interval samples in Fig. 5.16. Thestrain had relaxed in both �lms to a steady state by the tenth monolayerdeposited. This is in good agreement with the intial growth studies thatshowed that the strain relaxes during the growth of the initial layers. The�rst point, at one monolayer, on the plot for the sample with a bu�er layercorresponds to the RHEED pattern taken after deposition of the TiO2. Itwas noted that the atomically thick TiO2 bu�er layer stretches to the MgOlattice parameter and this agrees with the conclusion that the single TiO2layer grows in a layer-by-layer mode.TEM [36] was undertaken and, shown in Fig. 5.17, is the bright �eldimages of the �lm grown by PLID without a bu�er layer. The �lm is smoothfor the most part but exhibits a number of undulations throughout the �lm.These undulations con�rmed the �lm had a three dimensional componentto its growth. They are most likely caused by the progression of growthfrom the three dimensional nucleation sites seen in the AFM of Fig. 5.3in the intial growth studies. The SAED patterns reveal that the �lm wasunder in-plane tension and out-of-plane compression with a mis�t of 6.8%in-plane and 9.4% out-of-plane. However, the dark �eld TEM image, shownin Fig. 5.18, displayed the same spacing of mis�t dislocations as the �lmgrown with standard PLD and no bu�er layer, which was completely relaxedin-plane and out-of-plane. The fact that the PLID �lm had fewer threadingdislocations and is strained con�rms the role that threading dislocations playin relieving strain. Interval deposition, whilst forcing a growth mode that isunfavourable under normal growth conditions, seems to inhibit the formationof threading dislocations and thus forces strain into the structure.Cross-sectional bright �eld images are shown in Fig. 5.19 for the het-108



Figure 5.16: The mis�t plotted as a function of thickness for �lms grown byinterval deposition without, (a), and with, (b), a TiO2 bu�er layer.109



Figure 5.17: Cross-sectional bright �eld TEM images of the heteroepitaxialPLID �lm without a bu�er layer. The sample has been tilted so that g=200,(a), and g=002, (b). Insets show the SAED patterns.
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Figure 5.18: Cross-sectional dark �eld TEM image of the heteroepitaxialPLID �lm without a bu�er layer.eroepitaxial �lm grown by PLID with a TiO2 bu�er layer. The �lm appearsto have cracks just as the standard deposition �lm with a bu�er layer. Theseare most noticable in Fig. 5.19(a). The �lm appeared to be strained withan in-plane mis�t of 5.8 % and an out-of-plane mis�t of 8.2 %, as calcu-lated from the SAED pattern; this is consistent with Poission's ratio. Thedark �eld image for the same �lm is shown in Fig. 5.20. The mis�t dislo-cation separation was calculated to be 3.1 ± 0.25 nm which is higher thanall the other �lms. This coupled with the strain within the �lm con�rmsthat interval deposition inhibits defect formation and forces strain into the�lm structure. The fact that a two dimensional growth was obeserved in theRHEED indicated that the cracks visible in the TEM images formed aftergrowth, most likely during cooling. It is thought that the combination ofthe TiO2 bu�er layer allowing the �lm to completely wet the substrate andthe interval deposition inhibiting defect formation creates such a strainedstructure that it is unstable. The rapid cooling process from the depositiontemperature to room temperature most likely causes local temperature gra-dients which in turn nucleate crack formation. It should be noted, however,111



Figure 5.19: Cross-sectional bright �eld TEM images of the heteroepitaxialPLID �lm with a TiO2 bu�er layer.

Figure 5.20: Cross-sectional dark �eld TEM images of the heteroepitaxialPLID �lm with a TiO2 bu�er layer. 112



that the �lms considered here are much thinner than the calculated criticalthickness for crack formation in chapter 3. This calculation is consideringthe case of cracking relieving strain during growth and does not account forimperfections in the �lm and the dynamic nature of the cooling process. Thecracks formed here were not e�cient at relieving strain and thus can be seenas a by-product of the cooling process upsetting the balance introduced bythe interval deposition.5.3 SummaryIn the initial stages of growth interval deposition was found to improvegrowth of STO on MgO with the step and terrace structure still being presentafter 4 monolayers deposited (Fig. 5.3). The step and terrace structure wasnot apparent in the 4 monolayer thick �lm grown by standard deposition.Even though the step and terrace structure was still visible there was stillthree dimensional outgrowths across the surface and these were attributedto SrO at the interface. It was seen that the strain was relieved within thegrowth of the intial layers as seen in Fig. 5.4. This agrees well with thetheory presented in chapter 3.In the later stages of growth it was noted that interval deposition aloneintroduced a two dimensional component to the growth of STO on MgO,however, this completely broke down to a three dimensional growth afterthe deposition of 30 or so monolayers. With the addition of an atomicallythin bu�er layer of TiO2 the STO was able to wet the surface completelyand interval deposition forced a two dimensional growth mode throughoutthe deposition of the 40 nm thick �lm with no sign of deterioration to athree dimensional growth. It was seen that interval deposition inhibits theformation of dislocations and forces strain into the �lm structure. There113



were cracks seen in the TEM images of the thin �lms with a bu�er layer ofTiO2 and this was attributed to strain causing an unstable structure whichbreaks down during the cooling from the growth temperature.
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Chapter 6CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Homoepitaxy was used to optimise the PLD setup to achieve a layer-by-layergrowth. The RHEED was used to observe the growth mode of STO. It wasseen that the old experimental setup, used by many groups worldwide [15,49, 50, 51], with the �large laser spot size� of 2×4 mm2 on the target providestoo high a deposition rate even at low �uence for high quality �lm growth.A three dimensional island growth was observed as there was not enoughtime between laser pulses for the high density of adatoms to crystallise intoa single layer with a �clean� microstructure. Lowering the instantaneousdeposition rate by decreasing the spot size brought a layer-by-layer growthmode into favour. This had been seen in the literature [16, 32, 48, 52, 53],however, most groups used a low oxygen pressure. Good oxygenation isrequired of the �lms grown in this thesis because ultimately, the �lms areto be used in microwave devices and oxygen vacancies are known to have anadverse e�ect on the dielectric properties, particularly on the loss tangent[14]. With a small spot size and high oxygen pressure the ablation plume wastoo small; increasing the �uence overcame this problem. The combination ofsmall spot size and high �uence produced a deposition rate of ∼ 50 pulses permonolayer. A substrate temperature of 850 ◦C caused a high surface mobilitythat favoured the desired two dimensional growth mode. It was observed115



with RHEED that a layer-by-layer growth mode was easily achieved in bothstandard and interval deposition modes when the deposition parameters arecarefully chosen. The specular RHEED intensity exhibited oscillations as afunction of time in standard mode (Fig. 4.5). In interval mode [16, 32, 48],however, only the �rst �ve monolayers deposited showed the characteristicdrop in specular intensity followed by a recovery as the adatoms �nd stablesites. The RHEED patterns for both standard and interval deposition ofhomoepitaxial STO, shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.8 respectively, exhibitspots lying on Laue circles as well as Kikuchi lines. These are indicativeof a smooth, well ordered, highly crystalline surface and con�rm that a twodimensional growth mode was present in both �lms. TEM analysis con�rmedthe high crystallinity of the �lms and showed that the substrate/�lm interfacewas consumate. There were no threading or mis�t dislocations observed.The initial growth studies of heteroepitaxial STO on MgO substratesprovided the �rst evidence that the interval deposition technique could forcea two dimensional layer-by-layer growth mode in such a highly mismatchedsystem. After deposition of four monolayers of STO onto MgO substrates inthe interval deposition regime, the step and terrace structure of the substratewas still visible in the AFM image of the �lm (Fig. 5.3). In standardmode this was not observed. The growth in interval mode, however, wasnot of a purely two dimensional type. Three dimensional outgrowths werevisible in the AFM across the whole surface. It was concluded that theseoutgrowths were due to SrO at the �lm/substrate interface. When the �lmnucleates on the substrate surface, the intial layer is equally likely to be SrOor TiO2. The high interface energy caused by the anion-anion or cation-cation nearest neighbour interactions when SrO is the �rst layer of STOat the interface prevents the �lm from wetting the surface [9, 35]. This116



generates a three dimensional outgrowth of SrO which acts as a nucleationsite for three dimensional growth of the �lm. The fact that TiO2 wets thesurface and SrO does not explains why, in interval deposition, the �lm wassmooth between the outgrowths; the majority of the �lm started with theTiO2 layer and the interval deposition forced a two dimension growth inthose areas.The comparison of standard growth of STO on MgO with and withouta bu�er layer of TiO2 con�rmed that the �lm completely wetted the sur-face when the intial layer of STO was controlled to be TiO2. The standardgrowth of STO directly onto the MgO surface exhibited a sharp initial dropin specular RHEED intensity without recovery (Fig. 5.7). With an atomiclayer of TiO2 the specular intensity exhibited a peak at the beginning of thegrowth which coincided with a shift in position of the specular re�ection.Although it was concluded that this peak was not a RHEED intensity os-cillation indicating two dimensional growth, it did show how the specularre�ection due to the MgO/TiO2 surface faded out and the STO specularre�ection became dominant as the surface material changed. This showedhow the surface was much smoother in the initial stages of growth when aTiO2 bu�er layer was present, and thus con�rmed that controlling the initiallayer of the STO structure allowed the �lm to wet the surface completely.It was seen that interval deposition introduced a two dimensional compo-nent into the growth, even without a bu�er layer of TiO2 (Fig. 5.13). How-ever, after 30 or so monolayers were deposited the three dimensional growthcaused by SrO at the interface began to dominate and the two dimensionalcomponent to the growth was abolished. By controlling the interfacial layerof STO, layer-by-layer growth was continued throughout the growth of the40 nm �lm (Fig. 5.14). The monatomically thick TiO2 bu�er layer was in-117



tegrated into the STO structure as the initial interfacial layer which allowedthe �lm to wet the substrate completely. The kinetics of interval deposi-tion [16, 32, 48] forced a two dimensional growth mode in a system whereit would not be favourable under standard deposition conditions due to thehigh mismatch between �lm and susbstrate. Each monolayer was depositedat high laser pulse frequency in under the relaxation time and the laser wasturned o� to allow time for crystallisation. In that way it can be assumedthat after each deposition burst there was a highly dense gas of adatomson the surface and nucleation occured only after the burst was over. Thehigh supersaturation on the surface favoured a high nucleation density witha very small average island size. This small island size dramatically loweredthe probability of second layer nucleation and thus forced a two dimensionalgrowth mode. The specular intensity relaxation times con�rm that whenthe intial layer of STO was controlled to be TiO2 there was only one growthprocess present. Two growth processes were present without a bu�er layershowing that both three dimensional and two dimensional growth were oc-curing. By forcing the �lm to grow in a layer-by-layer fashion, the formationof dislocations, which are introduced in the initial layers of growth (Fig.5.4), was inhibited and strain was incorporated into the �lm structure. Itwas evident, when examining the TEM data, that this strained structure wasunstable and caused cracking of the �lm during the cooling process. Duringcooling from the deposition temperature the delicate balance of the strainedstructure was disturbed and initiated the cracking process.Further WorkThe question of whether it is impossible to impose a two dimensional layer-by-layer growth mode on such a badly matched system of STO �lm on MgO118



substrate has been answered. It is indeed possible, however, the techniquedeveloped here will only truely be useful if the improved crystallographicstructure alters the dielectric properties positively. Therefore, heteroepitax-ial �lms must be grown with and without a TiO2 bu�er layer in both intervaland standard deposition regimes for dielectric measurement and comparison.A layer of superconducting YBa2Cu3O7 will be grown on top of these andpatterned using photolithography for dielectric measurements at microwavefrequencies. The dielectric properties will be correlated to the growth modesand dislocation densities and the hypothesis that a more perfect crystal struc-ture will lead to higher tunability and lower loss will be tested.In addition to this, a number of interesting experiments are still left to doon the growth. First and foremost, the elimination of the cracking processduring cooling is desirable. Various cooling regimes with di�erent ramp rateswill be tested in an attempt to lock the strain into the structure and preventcracking. X-ray analysis (e.g. reciprocal space mapping) will allow accuratemeasurement of in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters leading to anevaluation of strain gradients) [38, 39, 56]. Further TEM studies could revealthe nature of the cracking, also. Plan view TEM would give data on anymisallignment or twisting of the crystal structure on two sides of a crack. Arepeat of the heteroepitaxial initial growth studies would provide additionalinformation on the early growth stages. Hopefully this would shed some lighton the reason for the dramatic drop in specular RHEED intensity for the�rst few monolayers grown. It would, also, be interesting to take RHEEDpatterns throughout the growth and study the evolution of the full widthhalf maxima of the RHEED streaks. This was not possible in the presentstudy as the pattern intensity was maximised to observe all details of thepattern. This, unfortunately, caused the maxima to saturate the RHEED119



camera and made viewing the maxima impossible.If it is impossible to eliminate the cracking and/or the �lms do not pro-vide the ideal microwave properties expected, the techniques developed andknowledge gained here are easily adaptable to growth on other substratesthat also have favourable properties for microwave engineering. Other sub-strates may give an even more greatly optimised architechture for microwavedevices. It seems likely that through careful choice of substrates and growthregimes, the defect content of the �lms can be controlled. This would allowclear identi�cation of particular defects with particular dielectric response.Another application of RHEED in combination with PLD that has thepotential to be very useful is the production of high quality superlattices ormultilayers [57, 58, 59]. This technique could allow for strain and defect engi-neering to control material properties. Also, the production of novel devices,such as all-oxide diodes, is a possibility eliminating cross-layer oxidation orcontamination.
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